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ABSTRACT 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF STRENGTH REDUCTION FACTORS FOR 

PERFORMANCE-BASED SEISMIC DESIGN OF BRIDGES IN FAR-

FAULT SEISMIC REGIONS 

 

 

 

 

Rabaia, Tareq Z. S. 

Master of Science, Engineering Sciences 

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Murat Dicleli 

 

 

September 2021, 132 pages 

 

 

In this thesis, a methodology to develop strength reduction factors for performance-

based seismic design of bridges in far-fault seismic regions is presented. The 

presented methodology is mainly based on performing linear 5%-damped response 

spectrum analyses (RSA) and nonlinear time history analyses (NTHA) of bridge 

piers modeled as single degree of freedom (SDOF) systems. Bridge piers of both 

circular and rectangular sections are analyzed for wide ranges of various design 

parameters considering several substructure-superstructure connections. 

Subsequently, a set of strength reduction factor (R-factor) equations derived by 

performing parametric linear regression analyses on the data resulted from the 

conducted structural analyses is proposed. The proposed R-factor equations are 

formulated in terms of the design parameters that significantly affect R-factor, and 

the maximum displacement ductility obtained from the NTHA considering various 

failure modes such as shear, shear-flexural, and flexural failure modes. Moreover, 

other equations to estimate the yield curvature, ultimate curvature, and yield moment 

capacities of bridge piers are proposed. Such equations that could be used to estimate 
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the design displacement and flexural strength capacity of piers in the performance-

based seismic design of bridges. Based on the derived equations in this thesis, a new 

performance-based seismic design procedure for bridge structures that mainly 

depends on R-factor is proposed. Finally, the implementation of the proposed design 

procedure is explained via design examples of bridge structures.  

 

Keywords: Strength Reduction Factor, Performance-Based Design, Seismic Design, 

Bridges. 
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ÖZ 

 

UZAK FAY SİSMİK BÖLGELERİNDE KÖPRÜLERİN PERFORMANSA 

DAYALI SİSMİK TASARIMI İÇİN DEPREM YÜKÜ AZALTMA 

KATSAYILARININ GELİŞTİRİLMESİ 

 

 

 

Rabaia, Tareq Z. S. 

Yüksek Lisans, Mühendislik Bilimleri 

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Murat Dicleli 

 

 

 

Eylül 2021, 132 sayfa 

 

Bu tezde, uzak fay sismik bölgelerinde köprülerin performansa dayali sismik 

tasarimi için deprem yükü azaltma katsayilarinin geliştirilmesi için bir yöntem 

sunulmaktadır. Bu yöntem, esasen köprü ayaklarının %5- sönümlemeli deprem 

tasarım spektrum analizlerinin (RSA) ve doğrusal olmayan zaman tanım alanı 

analizlerinin (NTHA) tek serbestlik dereceli (SDOF) sistemlerinin sunulmasına 

dayanmaktadır. Dairesel ve dikdörtgenel koprü ayağı kesitleri pek çok altyapı-

üstyapı bağlatıları dikkat alınarak analiz edilmişlerdir. Gerçekleştirilen yapı 

analizlerin sonucunda paramatrik doğrusal regresyon analizleri kullanarak bir set 

deprem yükü azaltma katsayisi (R-faktör) denklemleri sunulmaktadır. Sunulan R-

faktör denklemleri, R-faktörünü belirgin biçimde etkileyen tasarım parametreleri ile 

kesme, Kesme-dönme, ve dönme başarısızlık modları gibi pek çok mod göz önünde 

bulundurularak gerçekleştirilen NTHA’dan elde edilen maksimum deplasman 

sünekliği  esas alınarak elde edilmiştir. Ek olarak, köprü ayaklarının akma eğrisi, 

maksimum eğrisi, ve akma moment kapasitelerini değerlendirmek için denklemler 

sunulmuştur. Bu tür denklemler, köprülerin performansa dayalı sismik tasarımında, 
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köprü ayaklarının tasarım deplasmanını ve dönme mukavemet kapasitesini 

hesaplamak için kullanılabilir. Bu tezdeki sunulan denklemler esas alınarak, R-

faktörü temelli yeni bir performansa dayalı sismik tasarım prosedürü sunulmaktadır. 

Son olarak, köprü yapılarının tasarım örnekleri vasitasiyla sunulan tasarım 

prosedürünün uygulaması ortaya koyulmaktadır. 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Deprem Yükü Azaltma Katsayısı, Performansa Dayalı 

Tasarım, Sismik Tasarım, Köprüler. 
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CHAPTER 1  

1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Motivation and Problem Definition  

The concept of performance-based design has been the concern of many researchers 

in the past decades. Performance-based seismic design is a methodology based on 

designing structures able to achieve predefined performance objectives under certain 

seismic levels. The performance objectives are defined using quantitative limit states 

expressed in terms of loads, stresses, strains, and displacement [1], [2]. The 

importance of such methodology does not only emerge from the need of having 

structures capable of providing life safety but also ensuring serviceability, acceptable 

levels of damage, and acceptable economic losses during seismic actions [3]. 

Performance-based seismic design enables engineers to come up with more reliable 

designs by involving structural performance targets in the design stages. 

Nevertheless, it helps designers and decision-makers to have more realistic loss 

estimates and risk management as it relies on probabilistic approaches in determining 

seismic capacities and demands [3], [4].  

The rising interest in performance-based seismic design is derived by the need to 

improve current design codes. After Northridge (1994) and Kobe (1995) 

earthquakes, researchers and engineers started to call for new design procedures 

capable of resulting in more reliable structures. Although many structures sustained 

during these earthquakes, the economic losses caused by the extensive damage repair 

and the loss of use were very high [2]. Thus, many research studies emphasized that 

seismic design codes should not only ensure collapse prevention, but they should be 

able also to account for acceptable damage levels during strong seismic actions [5].  
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Most of current seismic design codes, such as AASHTO [6], Eurocode [7], and 

ASCE 7-16 [8], adopt conventional design procedures based on capacity design 

principle. Such design procedures rely on force-based design that mainly depends on 

strength rather than ductility. In force-based seismic design, the design forces are 

obtained by performing various structural analysis methods. Some of these methods 

are linear such as single-mode spectral analyses (SMSA) method, multi-mode 

spectral analyses (MMSA) method, and uniform load method. As the seismic 

behavior of structures is inherently nonlinear, other nonlinear methods such as 

nonlinear time history analyses (NTHA) method and nonlinear pushover analyses 

method are preferably used to provide better prediction of the actual seismic response 

of structures. Nonlinear analyses methods are essentially used in the design of 

structures expected to achieve certain performance levels during strong seismic 

actions. 

However, the use of nonlinear analyses methods is considered unpractical as they 

require huge computational efforts where suitable ground motion records 

representing site conditions are needed to be selected and scaled to match the design 

spectrum. Therefore, linear analyses methods are believed to be more practical for 

their simplicity and ease of implementation. In practice, engineers tend to design 

structures by performing response spectrum analyses (RSA) procedures followed by 

nonlinear analyses methods to verify the capability of the designed structures to resist 

seismic loads efficiently. Due to the inelastic behavior that structures exhibit during 

seismic actions, the elastic linear analyses procedures need to be modified in such a 

way that they become equivalent to the nonlinear analyses. Therefore, strength 

reduction factors (response modification factors) are used to reduce the demand 

elastic forces resulting in more realistic designs. 

The importance of strength reduction factor (R-Factor) emerges from the fact that in 

the seismic design of structures, R-factors are used to reduce the elastic design forces 

to a certain level accounting for the expected strength capacity of structures. 

Moreover, the application of R-factor, which reflects the available ductility in 

structures, is essentially used to ensure the capability of a structure to dissipate 
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seismic energy inelastically by allowing the structure to undergo plastic 

deformations and have acceptable damage level within the desired performance limit 

states [7], [9].  

Although some design provisions recommend R-factor values to ensure ductile 

seismic response of structures, the bases on which R-factors are evaluated are still 

unclear, leaving the door wide open for engineering judgement. The error margin 

ensued from relying on engineering judgement in R-factor evaluation leads to 

misestimate the energy dissipation capacity of structures. Consequently, several 

design iterations are needed to be conducted, followed by series of nonlinear seismic 

assessment analyses (e.g. Pushover and time history analyses) till the target 

performance level is achieved. 

The main reason R-factor estimation is a challenging issue is that the value of R-

factor significantly depends on parameters, some of which are obtained from the 

outcome of the design procedure where R-factor is essentially used. Indeed, it is 

inevitably correlated to a target damage level expected to be within predefined limit 

states varying from a design code to another. Lastly, the variety of the seismic and 

structural parameters that affect R-factor, as it represents the balance point between 

the seismic demand and capacity of structures, which might have different types and 

categories. 

1.2 The Objective of the Thesis 

The objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology to estimate the strength 

reduction factor (R-factor) for performance-based seismic design of RC bridges. 

Moreover, this study aims to propose R-factor estimation equations for bridge piers 

exposed to far-fault ground motions (FFGM). Such simple equations mainly depend 

on various design parameters, including the tip displacement of bridge piers, paving 

the way to develop a new performance-based seismic design procedure that could be 

incorporated into seismic design codes of bridge structures. 
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Indeed, a set of expressions to estimate curvature and strength capacities of bridge 

piers is aimed to be proposed and integrated with the developed design procedure.  

1.3 Proposed Methodology and Procedures 

In this thesis, a methodology to develop strength reduction factors (R-factor) for 

performance-based seismic design of RC bridges is introduced. The introduced 

methodology is developed based on calculating R-factors for bridge piers expected 

to resist seismic forces during earthquakes. Therefore, piers of both circular and 

rectangular sections are modeled as single degree of freedom (SDOF) systems, 

where the corresponding arbitrary dynamic mass of superstructure is represented by 

a lumped mass at pier’s top. Moreover, piers are classified according to their 

substructure-superstructure connection into three types such as pinned, rotationally 

fixed, and elastomeric bearing connected piers. 

The R-factor, which is defined as the ratio of the elastic seismic force to the yield 

strength capacity of an element, is derived by performing 5%-damped linear 

response spectrum analysis (RSA) and nonlinear time history analysis (NTHA) for 

many piers considering wide ranges of various design parameters such as design 

spectrum, natural period, aspect ratio of pier, arbitrary mass of pier, bearing stiffness, 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio, transverse reinforcement ratio, and the unconfined 

compressive strength of concrete. The ranges of these design parameters are 

determined to be within the limits specified in common seismic design codes such 

as AASTHO [6], and Eurocode [7]. Moreover, a set of 110 far-fault ground motions 

(FFGM) of different soil types is acquired from the PEER database [10]. The ground 

motions are grouped according to their peak ground acceleration to peak ground 

velocity (PGA/PGV) ratios into 10 groups each of 11 ground motions. These ground 

motions are selected carefully to represent different soil types as A, B, C, and D. The 

5%-damped spectra of the ground motions are obtained, where the smoothed average 

response spectrum of each group is used as a design spectrum scaled with respect to 

various PGA values. As the PGA/PGV ratio is not often used in engineering practice, 
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it is correlated to the second corner period of the design spectrum, which is 

considered as an additional design parameter. 

After determining the ranges of the considered design parameters, the nonlinear 

behavior of piers caused by the material nonlinearities at section levels is simulated 

using idealized moment-curvature relationships defined at specific plastic hinge 

locations along pier length. Therefore, parametric sectional analyses are performed 

considering the adopted sectional design parameters to obtain the corresponding 

theoretical moment-curvature relationships. Subsequently, the obtained moment-

curvatures relationships are idealized, and the related sectional capacities are 

determined. From the results of the performed parametric sectional analyses, the 

effects of various sectional parameters on curvature and yield moment capacities of 

RC sections are investigated. Moreover, a set of equations to estimate yield 

curvature, ultimate curvature, and yield moment capacities for both circular and 

rectangular RC sections are derived. 

Afterwards, the strength reduction factors of the considered SDOF systems are 

calculated by performing both RSA and NTHA. From RSA, the elastic demand 

forces are obtained, where the corresponding inelastic demand displacements are 

calculated as the averaged maximum displacements resulted from NTHA for each 

group of ground motions. In the performed NTHA, the IMK pinching hysteretic 

model [11] is used to simulate the seismic behavior of the SDOF systems considering 

several failure modes such as shear, shear-flexure combined, and flexure failure 

mode. Then, parametric RSA and NTHA are performed in parallel for a large number 

of SDOF systems by writing structural analysis programs in OpenSees software [12].  

As a result of the performed parametric structural analyses, a total of 9 data sets 

corresponding to SDOF systems of piers considering their substructure-

superstructure connection, section type, and the direction of analysis (for rectangular 

sections) are acquired. The acquired data sets are mined and structured in terms of 

the adopted design parameters as well as both the averaged tip displacements and the 

corresponding R-factor values. Consequently, 9 R-factor equations are derived by 
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performing regression data analyses on the available data. The derived equations are 

expressed in simple form as a function of the design parameters affecting R-factor 

significantly and the displacement ductility of piers. 

Based on the derived R-factor equations presented in this thesis, a new performance-

based seismic design procedure is proposed. The proposed procedure is implemented 

and explained throughout design examples of RC bridges with various 

configurations. Lastly, the final designs of these bridges are verified by performing 

NTHA in both transverse and longitudinal directions. 

1.4 Contributions and Novelties 

The contributions and novelties of this thesis are as follows: 

• A new concept of ‘’performance-based R-factor’’ is introduced. The 

introduced concept relies on making a relationship between the strength 

reduction factor (R-factor) used in the seismic design of bridge structures and 

the target design displacement. In other words, this concept redefines R-

factor not only as a factor used to reduce the elastic design force to make use 

of the available plastic capacity of structures, but also it correlates R-factor 

to a specific design displacement. 

 

• A new methodology to estimate the ‘’performance-based R-factor’’ of 

bridges is proposed. The proposed methodology spots the light on several 

design parameters differentiating the ways in which R factors are generated. 

It is based on simple structural modeling of bridge piers as the main 

earthquake resisting elements of bridges where lumped plasticity approach is 

adopted by localizing damage in plastic hinges. In this methodology, 

advanced plastic hinge hysteretic models are used accounting for different 

failure modes, which significantly affect the energy dissipation mechanism 

of structures. Furthermore, the effects of bridge design parameters on R-
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factor are examined, and performance-based R-factor estimation equations 

are proposed. 

 

• A set of equations to estimate the yield curvature, ultimate curvature, and 

yield moment capacities of reinforced concrete sections of bridge piers is 

proposed. The proposed equations are suggested to be used in the preliminary 

design and structural assessment stages of bridges without conducting 

sectional analyses. 

 

• A new performance-based seismic design procedure for RC bridges is 

proposed in this thesis. The proposed design procedure mainly depends on 

the performance-based R-factor, which is employed in reducing the design 

elastic forces, ensuring inelastic behavior with a certain target tip 

displacement. The target tip displacement of a pier is calculated based on the 

desired seismic performance level and predefined damage limit states at 

plastic hinge locations. Such design procedure is code-independent and 

might be incorporated into different design codes regardless of the damage 

limit states adopted. Moreover, several advantages come out from using this 

design procedure as it is simple, enables designers to have optimal designs, 

and reduces the need for performing rigorous nonlinear structural analyses 

that are complex and time-consuming rather than being done using expensive 

structural analysis software. 

1.5 The Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of various topics related to the seismic design 

of structures. It begins with introducing a review of the available equations and 

expressions used to estimate the yield and ultimate curvature capacities of RC 

elements. Next, it introduces an overview of the strength reduction factor equations 

presented by several research studies and design codes. Then, Chapter 2 provides an 
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overview of the performance-based seismic design procedures existing in literature 

and seismic design codes.  

Chapter 3 introduces the design parameters anticipated to have significant effects on 

the strength reduction factor. Indeed, it presents the ranges of the considered 

parameters adopted in the parametric analyses performed in this thesis.  

Chapter 4 presents the performed sectional analyses of bridge piers based on the 

adopted sectional design parameters. It introduces the material models used in 

modeling the RC sections. It also provides the details of the procedures used to obtain 

the idealized moment-curvature relationships used in simulating the nonlinear 

behavior of piers. Moreover, Chapter 4 proposes a set of equations to estimate the 

yield curvature, ultimate curvature, and yield moment capacities of RC pier sections. 

The proposed equations in this chapter are expressed in terms of the design 

parameters proven to affect the curvature and strength capacities of sections 

significantly. Finally, the performance of the proposed equations is investigated by 

comparing the estimated values with the actual results. 

Chapter 5 begins with modeling bridge piers as SDOF systems corresponding for 

different substructure-superstructure connection types. Next, the performed 

parametric RSA and NTHA are thoroughly explained and discussed. Then, the 

strength reduction factors of the considered SDOF systems are calculated. Next, the 

datasets obtained from the performed structural analyses are mined and structured in 

matrice forms. Subsequently, the data analysis procedures and the data model used 

in deriving the R-factor equations are presented. As a result, a total of 9 R-factor 

equations are proposed. Finally, the accuracy of the proposed R-factor equations is 

examined by performing error performance analyses.  

Chapter 6 introduces a new performance-based seismic design procedure of bridges 

based on the equations proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The application of the 

proposed procedure is explicitly explained via various bridge design examples. 
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Chapter 7 presents a brief summary of all the works done in this thesis. It also 

provides conclusions of the results obtained from the performed analyses. 

Furthermore, it discusses the limitations of the equations and the design procedure 

proposed in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2  

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a review of the commonly used equations/expressions in estimating 

the displacement capacities of RC columns available in literature is done. Indeed, an 

overview of R-factors and R-factor equations, present in different design standards 

and those proposed in various research studies, is presented. Moreover, famous 

performance-based seismic design procedures available in literature are discussed. 

2.2 Sectional Properties of RC Sections  

In the seismic design of structures, the required strength and displacement capacities 

of reinforced concrete elements are determined throughout several assumptions 

aiming to properly simulate the actual seismic performance of structures during 

earthquake excitations. As recommended by various design codes, the seismic 

response of structures is determined by performing different linear analyses methods 

such as uniform load method, single-mode spectral analyses (SMSA) method, and 

multi-mode spectral analyses (MMSA) method. These methods mainly depend on 

estimating the effective stiffness of structures, which is vital for predicting the 

natural period and hence the structural seismic behavior. 

Design standards such as AASHTO [6], Eurocode [7], and ASCE 7-16 [8] propose 

several methods to estimate the effective stiffness of structures. These methods are 

mainly based on estimating the cracked section flexural stiffness of structural 

elements. However, there is still no accurate estimation of the effective flexural 

stiffness as it depends on many design parameters determining the strength and 

displacement capacities of structural elements. Thus, the error ensued from 
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misestimating the effective stiffness might result in errors in calculating the effective 

natural period and hence, the design forces of structures. 

According to Priestley et al. [1], the effective stiffness of reinforced concrete sections 

is determined based on the nominal point of the idealized moment-curvature 

relationship. In other words, it is defined as the stiffness corresponding to the elastic 

part of the idealized moment-curvature relationship calculated as follows [1]: 

𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓  =  
𝑀𝑁

𝜑𝑦
  

   (1) 

where 𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective flexural stiffness, 𝑀𝑁 is the nominal moment capacity, 

and 𝜑𝑦 is the effective yield curvature of reinforced concrete section. Moreover, 

Priestley et al. [1] presented formulas to estimate yield and ultimate tip 

displacements of piers based on their yield and ultimate curvature capacities. 

Therefore, the accurate estimation of curvature and strength capacities of structural 

elements such as piers is very important in the seismic design of structures. In case 

of knowing sectional properties such as effective yield curvature, ultimate curvature, 

and nominal moment capacities of structural components, the corresponding 

effective stiffness, yield, and ultimate displacements of elements could be easily 

calculated [1]. 

2.2.1 Yield and Ultimate Curvature Equations Available in Literature  

To the author’s knowledge, while several studies have been carried out to provide 

expressions for estimating the effective yield curvature of columns, limited studies 

focused on proposing accurate estimates for ultimate curvature. Therefore, a detailed 

review of the yield and ultimate curvature equations available in literature are 

summarized as follows: 

In their study, Priestley et al. [1] suggested an equation for estimating the effective 

yield curvature of circular reinforced concrete bridge columns. The suggested 
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equation is simple as it depends on the diameter of the gross section and the yield 

strain of the longitudinal reinforcements of columns. However, it lacks other 

parameters such as axial load and the characteristic compressive strength of concrete, 

which are anticipated to significantly affect yield displacement and strength of 

columns. Moreover, the effects of the amounts of longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcements on yield curvature are not included in the suggested equation, which 

is presented as follows: 

𝜑𝑦 = 2.25
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝐷
  (2) 

where ɛ𝑦𝑠 is the yield strain of longitudinal reinforcements, and 𝐷 is the gross section 

diameter. 

In the same study, Priestley et al. [1] proposed an expression to estimate the ultimate 

curvature of circular bridge piers. Such an expression based on the ultimate strain 

limits of both concrete ɛ𝑐𝑢, and steel ɛ𝑠𝑢 as well as the neutral axis depth 𝑐 of pier 

section, which is calculated by the following formula: 

𝑐

𝐷
= 0.2 + 0.65

𝑃

𝑓‘𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑔
  (3) 

where 𝑃 is the axial load, 𝐴𝑔 is the gross area of section, and 𝑓‘𝑐𝑒 is the expected 

compressive strength of concrete. Accordingly, the ultimate curvature is calculated 

as follows: 

𝜑𝑢 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(
ɛ𝑐𝑢

𝑐
 ,

0.6ɛ𝑠𝑢

𝑑 − 𝑐
 )  (4) 

where 𝜑𝑢 is the ultimate curvature, 𝑑 is the effective depth of column section, and 

ɛ𝑐𝑢 is the ultimate strain capacity of confined concrete, which is evaluated by the 

formula given by [13]. 
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Although the proposed ultimate curvature formula is simple and depends on the 

strain capacity of both confined concrete and reinforcing steel, it relies on estimating 

the depth of neutral axis, which is significantly affected by several factors such as 

the quantity of longitudinal reinforcements and steel strength capacity that are not 

indicated in the given expressions. Thus, the error that might arise from estimating 

neutral axis depth could lead to misestimating the ultimate curvature.  

Another research study by Montes and Aschleim [14] presented a set of yield 

curvature estimation formulas for circular and rectangular columns. In these 

formulas, the effective yield curvature is expressed as a function of the effective 

depth 𝑑 of column section and the yield strain of longitudinal reinforcements. 

Moreover, the accuracy of the proposed formulas is improved by including the axial 

load effect, which is expressed in the form of axial load ratio. 

The yield curvature formulas for circular sections are given as follows: 

 

𝜑𝑦 = 2.4
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
      for steel B−400  

 

(5) 

𝜑𝑦 = 2.3
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
      for steel B−500  

 

By including the axial load, the yield curvature is estimated using the following 

formulas; 

𝜑𝑦 =
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
[2.5 −  (𝑎 − 𝑏

𝑃

𝑓𝑐𝑑 𝐴𝑔
)2]     for steel B−400  

 

(6) 

𝜑𝑦 =
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
[2.4 −  (𝑎 − 𝑏

𝑃

𝑓𝑐𝑑 𝐴𝑔
)2]     for steel B−500  

 

where a, and b are coefficients expressed as a function of section diameter  

The yield curvature formulas for rectangular sections are given as follows: 
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𝜑𝑦 = 2.2
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
      for steel B−400  

 

(7) 

𝜑𝑦 = 2.1
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
      for steel B−500  

 

By including the axial load, the yield curvature is estimated using the following 

formulas: 

𝜑𝑦 =
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
[2.3 −  (0.6 − 2.5

𝑃

𝑓𝑐𝑑 𝐴𝑔
)2]     for steel B−400  

 

(8) 

𝜑𝑦 =
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝑑
[2.2 −  (0.6 − 2.5

𝑃

𝑓𝑐𝑑 𝐴𝑔
)2]     for steel B−500  

 

Sheikh et al. [15] proposed a new expression for estimating the yield curvature based 

on sectional analyses of reinforced concrete circular column sections. The provided 

expression accounts for several sectional parameters affecting the effective yield 

curvature. It is expressed as a function of gross section diameter, yield strain of the 

longitudinal reinforcements, axial load, characteristic compressive strength of 

concrete, and longitudinal reinforcements ratio. It is found that expressing the yield 

curvature in terms of gross section diameter rather than the effective depth results in 

better estimation. Moreover, insignificant effect of the cover depth on the yield 

curvature of columns is proven. The proposed expression by [15] is given as follows: 

𝜑𝑦 = 2.0 ×
ɛ𝑦𝑠

𝐷1.1
× 𝑀𝐹(𝑓‘𝑐) × 𝑀𝐹(𝑛) × 𝑀𝐹(𝜌) 

 

(9) 

𝑀𝐹(𝑓‘𝑐) =  1.25 × 𝑓‘𝑐
−0.07

  

𝑀𝐹(𝑛) = 1 + (0.041 × 𝑓‘𝑐  −  0.26) ×  𝑛 −  (0.043 × 𝑓‘𝑐  + 0.85)  × 𝑛2 
 

𝑀𝐹(𝜌) = 𝜌0.16 
 

where 𝑛 is the axial load ratio, and 𝜌 is the longitudinal reinforcement ratio.  
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Although there are various equations for estimating the yield and ultimate curvatures 

in literature, some equations lack important parameters that might affect the 

estimated curvature values, where other equations are too complex and rely on many 

parametric estimations. Therefore, more accurate and simple equations for 

estimating yield and ultimate curvatures are needed to design and assess structures. 

2.3 Strength Reduction Factor 

Since the appearance of the seismic design principle, huge research efforts have been 

made to provide reliable methods for the design of structures supposed to resist 

lateral forces during seismic actions. The force-based seismic design is one of the 

most popular design methods adopted in several design codes for many decades. In 

force-based seismic design, structures are designed considering their strength 

capacity. The strength capacity of structures in force-based seismic design is defined 

by the nominal yield strength, which is correlated to yield displacement capacity 

calculated based on the elastic properties of structures [1], [16]. During the seismic 

design process, the required strength is determined by reducing the resultant elastic 

forces obtained from linear analyses using the strength reduction factor.   

Therefore, the concept of strength reduction factor became an important aspect of 

the force-based seismic design. The strength reduction factor is defined as the ratio 

of the lateral elastic demand force to the required yielding strength capacity enabling 

structures to maintain certain ductility under a ground motion excitation.    

Various research studies have been conducted to provide better understanding of R-

factor and to develop equations to estimate R-factors for structures subjected to 

seismic actions.  One of the earliest research studies on R-factor is the study done by 

Newmark and Hall [17], which is considered one of the most important research 

efforts that improved the seismic design [18]. The study [17] proposed an expression 

to evaluate R-factor based on ductility µ and period T. 
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𝑅 = 1  For 0 ≤ T < 
𝑇1

10
  

𝑅 =  √2µ − 1 [
𝑇1

4𝑇
]

2.513 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [
1

√2µ−1
] 

 For 
𝑇1

10
 ≤ T < 

𝑇1

4
 

 

𝑅 =  √2µ − 1 For 
𝑇1

4
 ≤ T < 𝑇1

′ (10) 

𝑅 =
𝑇µ 

𝑇1
 For 𝑇1

′≤ T < 𝑇1 
 

𝑅 =  µ For 𝑇1 ≤ T < 𝑇2  

𝑅 =  µ For 𝑇2 ≤ T < 10 s  

where 𝑇1, 𝑇1
′, and 𝑇2 are bound periods calculated based on expressions presented 

in [17] is obtained considering the ratio of elastic and inelastic spectra of SDOF 

systems having a bilinear Force-displacement relationship. It could be noticed from 

the above expressions that the reduction factor is equal to 1 for structures having 

short natural periods, where R is equal to the displacement ductility for structures of 

long periods.  

Another R-factor expression was proposed by Nassar & Krawinkler [19]. The 

proposed expression was derived using ground motion records of alluvium rock site. 

The hardening stiffness effect of the elastoplastic SDOF systems was included in the 

proposed R-factor expression as following [19]: 

𝑅 = [𝑐 (µ − 1) + 1 ]1/𝑐 (11) 

𝑐(𝑇, 𝛼) =
𝑇𝑎

1+𝑇𝑎
+

𝑏

𝑇
     

Herein α is the hardening stiffness, and a & b are coefficients depending on α. 

A site-dependent R-factor was proposed by Miranda [20], considering the reduction 

factor of SDOF systems using 124 records of ground motions on different soil types 

such as rock, alluvium, and soft soil types classified based on their shear wave 

velocities. The proposed R-factor expression [20] is presented as follows: 
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𝑅 =
µ −  1

Ф
 + 1 

 
 

(12) 

Ф =  1 +
1

10𝑇 − µ𝑇
 − 

1

2𝑇
 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−1.5(𝑙𝑛(𝑇)  − 0.6)2) For rock soil 

 

Ф =  1 +
1

12𝑇 − µ𝑇
 − 

2

5𝑇
 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−2(𝑙𝑛(𝑇)  − 0.2)2) For alluvium  

 

Ф =  1 +
𝑇𝑔

3𝑇
 −  

3𝑇𝑔

4𝑇
 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−3(𝑙𝑛(𝑇/𝑇𝑔)  − 0.25)2) For soft soil 

 

where 𝑇𝑔 is called the predominant period representing the period of maximum 

relative velocity within the entire period domain. 

It is noteworthy to mention that the aforesaid studies [17], [19], [20] are some of the 

significant research studies that expressed R-factor in terms of ductility and period. 

Along with other R_µ_T relationships presented in several research studies [18], 

[21]–[25], these expressions basically depend on ductility and the fundamental 

period of systems. In 1994, Miranda & Bertero [9] presented a review study of the 

R_µ_T relationships available up to that time. The study [9] concluded that the value 

of R-factor is significantly affected by the maximum ductility, the natural period, 

and the site conditions of the system, where it is much less affected by other 

parameters such as damping, hysteretic type, and epicenter distance of the 

earthquake. 

Recently, new R-factor expressions were presented in various studies [26]–[28]. Yi-

Feng Wu et al. [26] proposed an expression to evaluate R-factors for seismic-isolated 

bridges in far-fault regions using 1410 ground motions. The study [26] investigated 

the effects of PGA/PGV ratio of ground motions, site conditions, and the post-to-

pre-yield stiffness ratio on the strength reduction factors. Consequently, the results 

showed that R-factor is significantly affected by PGA/PGV ratio for systems of 

natural period greater than the characteristic period 𝑇g of site soil, where it is 

dominated by the post-to-pre-yield stiffness ratio α within the period range of 0-𝑇g. 

The proposed expression by [26] is given as follows: 
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𝑅 = 1 + (µ − 1) ∙  (1 − 𝑒𝑓1(𝑇/𝑇g)) + (µ − 1)  ∙  𝑓2(µ) ∙  𝑇 

∙  𝑒𝑓3(𝑇/𝑇g)  ∙ (𝑃𝐺𝐴/𝑃𝐺𝑉 )𝑓4(𝑇/𝑇g) 

(13) 

where, 𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓4 are polynomial functions expressed in terms of 𝑇/𝑇g, µ, 𝑇/

𝑇g, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇/𝑇g , respectively. 

In their study, Y. Zhang et al. [27] proposed a damage-based strength reduction 

factor RD for structures exposed to mainshock-aftershock sequence ground motions. 

Considering various site conditions, the study [27] investigated the effects of several 

parameters, including damage index, ductility, natural period, and aftershock on the 

strength reduction factor of SDOF systems. The study concluded that strength 

reduction factors significantly decrease when the damage index of systems having 

long natural periods is considered. Indeed, more than 25% decrease in strength 

reduction factor is noticed due to cumulative damage ensued from aftershocks of 

high intensities resulting in greater inelastic strength demands. Consequently, the 

study proposed RD expression presented as follows:  

𝑅𝐷 = 1 +  
𝐷(µ − 1)(𝑎0𝑇 + 𝑎1𝑇2)

(µ + 𝑎2)(1 + 𝑎3𝑇 + 𝑎4𝑇2)
∙  

1

0.87 + 0.08 𝑒𝛾
 

(14) 

where 𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎4 are regression coefficients determined in [27] based on 

post-yield stiffness and site conditions. D is the damage index, and 𝛾 is the aftershock 

to mainshock intensity ratio. 

Having discussed some famous and recent R-factor expressions existing in literature, 

one could conclude that these expressions addressed the effects of specific 

parameters such as ductility, natural period, post-yield stiffness, site conditions, 

PGA/PGV, damage, and aftershock on strength reduction factors. However, the 

existing R-factor expressions are either complex or missing several parameters 

significantly affecting the seismic response of structures. Indeed, these expressions 

ignore the type of structures and are not developed in consistency with design 

assumptions and procedures presented in design codes. Therefore, the adoption of 

such expressions in seismic design codes might result in unreliable designs.  
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Current design codes recommend R-factor values for the seismic design of different 

bridge elements. Most of these design codes recommend R-factors considering 

overstrength and demand ductility by employing the ‘’equal displacement rule’’. 

AASHTO LRFD code [6] expresses R-factor as constant values in table form by 

classifying bridge structures based on their importance classes. Considering a life 

safety performance level associated with hazard level of 1000-year return period, 

AASHTO LRFD code [6] recommends R-factors for single column bents such as 

1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 corresponding for critical, essential, and other bridge importance 

classes, respectively. For bridges of multiple column bents, AASHTO LRFD code 

[6] recommends using 1.5, 3.5, and 5.0 R-factors for critical, essential, and other 

bridges, respectively. 

Unlike AASHTO LRFD code [6], Eurocode [7] provides R-factor equation to 

estimate the design forces of bridges piers. According to Eurocode [7], bridges are 

designed for two behavior levels as limited-ductile and ductile behaviors associated 

with 475-year return period. In the case of piers expected to have limited-ductile 

behavior, a constant R-factor (expressed as q in Eurocode [7]) equals to 1.5 is used. 

On the other hand, bridges of ductile behavior are designed using reduction factor 

(q) calculated by the following equation [7]: 

𝑞 = 3.5 𝜆(𝛼𝑠) (15) 

where 𝛼𝑠 is the shear span to section depth ratio, and λ(𝛼𝑠) is given by : 

𝜆(𝛼𝑠) =  1        ,    𝛼𝑠 ≥ 3 
(16) 

 𝜆(𝛼𝑠) = √
𝛼𝑠

3
    , 3 > 𝛼𝑠 ≥  1   

It should be noted that the abovementioned q equation is only valid for ductile 

members of axial load ratio 𝜂𝑘 not larger than 0.3. In the case of ductile members of    

0.3 < 𝜂𝑘 ≤ 0.6, the calculated q is reduced using the following equation: 

𝑞𝑟 = 𝑞 −  
𝜂𝑘 − 0.3

0.3
 (𝑞 − 1)    ≥  1     (17) 
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where 𝑞𝑟 is the reduced reduction factor. However, for members of 𝜂𝑘 ≥ 0.6, the 

used reduction factor should be equal to 1. 

Compared to R-factors provided by AASHTO LRFD code [6], the strength reduction 

factors presented in Eurocode [7] account for two performance levels, where one 

performance level is considered in AASHTO LRFD code [6]. Moreover, Eurocode 

[7] recommends different reduction factors for piers considering their flexural 

behavior and axial load ratios. However, due to the fact that bridges are designed 

using different seismic levels in both AASHTO LRFD code [6] and Eurocode [7], a 

comparison between strength reduction factors used in both codes should be made 

carefully. Moreover, different material properties and detailing techniques adopted 

in various international codes should be considered in such a comparison [29]. 

Therefore, in this thesis, new R-factor equations are proposed to be used in the 

performance-based seismic design of bridges. The proposed equations are presented 

in a simple form and expressed in terms of design parameters affecting R-factor 

significantly. Moreover, the proposed equations account for the design displacement 

ductility, which is calculated based on the desired performance level of bridge piers. 

2.4 Performance-Based Seismic Design 

The origin of the performance-based design is back to the 1970s, as it appeared in 

New Zealand for the first time [1]. Afterwards, several research efforts continued to 

develop performance-based design procedures capable of being incorporated with 

design provisions. Some of the earliest efforts that formed the basis of performance-

based design are presented in SEAOC Vision 2000 [30], ATC-40 [31], and FEMA-

273 [32].  

The document presented by SEAOC Vision 2000 [30] is one of the first attempts to 

accommodate the performance-based seismic design philosophy into an applicable 

design procedure. It introduces five seismic performance levels paving the way for 

designing structures able to achieve multiple performance objectives based on 
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specific drift limit states. Indeed, the document recommends extending the ordinary 

capacity design procedures to account for the inelastic response of structures.  

The ATC-40 [31] document, which is presented by the Applied Technology Council, 

focuses on designing concrete buildings of stated performance criteria considering 

the capacity spectrum. The suggested design procedure is based on expressing the 

force-displacement relationship of any point on the structure in terms of spectral 

accelerations and spectral displacements using an equivalent single degree of 

freedom (SDOF) system. The spectral acceleration and spectral displacement 

corresponding to the specified performance point of the structure are equated to the 

elastic demand spectra created with high damping.  

The FEMA 273 document [32] presented by the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency proposes various performance objectives defined based on different drift 

ranges rather than discreet limit states. It also correlates the performance objectives 

with stated seismic hazard levels determined based on probabilistic hazard analyses. 

Later, several research studies proposed different performance-based seismic design 

methodologies for the next generation of seismic design codes. One of these 

methodologies is known as displacement-based seismic design, which was 

introduced by Priestley [33], [34]. For the sake of simplicity, the displacement-based 

seismic design suggests expressing design limit states in terms of displacements 

calculated using a set of formulas based on plastic hinge rotation [1].  

Regarding the seismic design of bridge structures, an early study presented in [35] 

proposed a displacement-based seismic design procedure for single RC bridge 

columns. The procedure adopts defining target displacement rather than 

displacement limit. It is based on converting the inelastic structural system into an 

equivalent elastic system called as ‘’the substitute structure’’. The substitute 

structure is defined by effective stiffness, effective period, and effective damping. 

The effective stiffness is determined with respect to the maximum displacement 

point of a bilinear force-displacement relationship of the system, where the effective 

damping is calculated based on proposed expressions enabling the inelastic structure 
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to be analyzed as elastic SDOF system using elastic response spectra. This procedure 

was extended to account for multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) bridge systems in the 

study presented later by Calvi & Kingsley [36]. The study [36] adopted reducing a 

MDOF bridge system to an equivalent SDOF system using assumed target 

deformation profiles based on the work equivalency principle.  

Kowalsky [37] presented a direct displacement-based seismic design approach that 

incorporated the displacement-based seismic design philosophy into a step-by-step 

performance-based seismic design procedure of MDOF bride structures. The 

proposed design procedure starts by selecting seismic performance levels defined 

based on acceptable damage levels associated with earthquake intensities. Then, 

target displacement is evaluated by calculating the so-called ‘’damage-based 

displacements’’ for each column using expressions that mainly depend on column 

rotations at plastic hinge levels. The target displacement is obtained basically 

according to the critical column that is determined based on mode shapes. Next, an 

equivalent SDOF system of the MDOF bridge structure is characterized by defining 

several properties such as system target displacement, system hysteretic damping, 

and system mass. Then, based on the identified equivalent SDOF system, the total 

base shear of the SDOF system is calculated in accordance with target system 

displacement. Back to the MDOF bridge system, the obtained total design force is 

distributed to bridge columns considering displacement ductility and secant stiffness 

of the cracked section of each column. Subsequently, column members are designed, 

and the revised displacement pattern is obtained. Accordingly, the design process is 

considered completed when the revised displacement pattern is the same as the initial 

pattern.  

Later, the direct displacement-based seismic design approach was extended for 

various inelastic displacement patterns in the study presented by [38]. The study 

adopted a relative stiffness index, which is expressed in terms of superstructure and 

substructure stiffness, to classify the inelastic displacement patterns of multi-span 

continuous bridges into three patterns as rigid body translation, rigid body translation 

with rotation, and flexible pattern.  
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In 2007, Priestley et al. [1] presented a detailed study covering several displacement-

based seismic design approaches of different types of structures including bridges. 

The study provided an extended design method similar to that presented by [38]. 

Moreover, it extended the direct displacement-based seismic design approach for 

various substructure-superstructure connections such as hinged, monolithic, and 

moveable bearing in both longitudinal and transverse directions.  

Research efforts [39]–[41] addressed several aspects of displacement-based seismic 

design of bridges such as soil-structure interaction of bents supported by drilled 

shafts, effects of contraction and expansion joints on displacement patterns, and P-Δ 

effects on stability-based displacements of bridge piers.  

As an alternative design approach, Bardakis & Fardis [42] proposed a multi-step 

design procedure for RC continuous bridges of monolithic pier-deck connection. 

According to [42], the procedure starts by estimating the effective stiffness of piers 

and deck based on idealized moment-curvature relationships obtained by performing 

sectional analyses for the considered elements. To simplify the implementation of 

the procedure, a set of expressions along with empirical equations are suggested to 

estimate the effective secant stiffness of piers at initial design iterations [43]. Using 

the effective stiffness of members, the inelastic displacement demands in both 

horizontal directions are estimated through modal response spectrum analyses 

performed with respect to 5%-damped design elastic spectrum. The flexural strength 

of piers is determined based on target chord rotation at yield obtained by employing 

modification factors considering ‘’equal displacement’’, whereas non-yielding 

behavior of deck is guaranteed. Indeed, shear failure of members and pier-deck 

connections is prevented using the capacity-design principle. Finally, the procedure 

is repeatedly iterated until the calculated secant effective stiffness values are 

consistent with the sections' geometry and detailing.   

Although the existing performance-based design procedures have recognized 

advantages over the conventional design methods used in engineering practice, their 

capability of being incorporated into design codes is still under critical investigation. 
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Generally, the main reason for not having a comprehensive performance-based 

design method is that design procedures based on either linear or nonlinear analysis 

approaches require prior knowledge of structural element properties (e.g. geometry, 

longitudinal, and transverse reinforcements), which are considered as outputs of the 

design process itself. Moreover, other problems inherently associated with 

assumptions and approaches adopted in some design procedures restrict their 

applicability to a narrow bridge configuration. Design procedures such as those 

introduced by Priestley et al. [1] and Bardakis & Fardis [42] are limited to regular 

bridges in which the seismic response of structures could be estimated using 

equivalent SDOF systems and equal displacement rule, respectively [44]. 

Considering several direct displacement-based design procedures available in 

literature, various inherent problems are addressed in a review presented by Kappos 

et al. [45]. 

In addition to the aforesaid problems, the existing performance-based design 

procedures lack the ability to provide reliable levels of confidence in terms of 

achieving the targeted performance levels. Thus, the final design of structures is 

verified by complex nonlinear static or dynamic structural analyses resulting in huge 

computational efforts. Consequently, the need for such assessment analyses 

represents a violation to the simplicity requirements and reduces the differences 

between performance-based design procedures and the traditional design procedures 

adopted by current design codes.  

Recently, seismic design codes such as CSA [46], NZT [47], and TKDY [48] have 

included the philosophy of performance-based design in the seismic design of bridge 

structures. However, the inclusion of performance-based design in these design 

codes is not associated with new design procedures but is limited to defining 

performance objectives, and deformation limit states only.
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CHAPTER 3  

3 PARAMETERS CONSIDERED IN THIS THESIS 

3.1 Introduction  

In this chapter, the design parameters anticipated to affect the R-factor of bridge 

structures are presented. To reduce the number of parameters, some of these 

parameters are expressed in dimensionless forms. Then, based on author’s structural 

knowledge and practical design experience, the possible ranges of the considered 

parameters are investigated and determined in accordance with design limits 

specified in seismic design standards such as AASHTO [6] and Eurocode  [7]. 

3.2 Selection of Ground Motions and Design Spectra 

In this section, the selection and grouping procedures of the ground motions used in 

this research study are introduced. It should be mentioned that the ground motions 

used in this study are the same ground motions used in the study presented by Dicleli 

& Görgülü [49]. 

 First, a set of 110 FFGM of different soil types is acquired from the PEER [10] 

database. Then, the selected ground motions are grouped according to their 

PGA/PGV ratios into ten groups each of 11 ground motions. These ground motions 

are selected carefully to represent different soil types as A, B, C, and D.  

As the average spectrum of each group is used in both the RSA and NTHA, the 5%-

damped response spectra of the ground motions are obtained. Next, the average 

spectra for each group of the selected ground motions are plotted, and their smoothed 

spectra are obtained by conducting nonlinear minimum least square regression 

analyses. 
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The obtained smoothed spectra are related to the average PGA/PGV ratios within 

each group and used as design spectra in the NTHA and RSA procedures. 

3.2.1 Grouping of the Selected Ground Motions 

Among several methods of grouping far-fault ground motions (soil type, magnitude, 

fault type, rupture distance, PGA/PGV ratio etc.), two methods are often used. The 

first one is classifying ground motions according to their site soil type considering 

similar spectral shapes within each set of ground motions. The other method is 

grouping far-fault ground motions according to their PGA/PGV ratio. In the seismic 

design of structures, a set of ground motions is selected and matched to the design 

spectrum to perform nonlinear time history analyses.  

In selecting ground motions, particular attention is paid to important characteristics 

such as site soil type, fault type, distance to fault, and earthquake magnitude to obtain 

ground motions compatible with various site conditions. 

Although the PGA/PGV ratio significantly affects the spectral shape of ground 

motions and hence, the seismic response of structures [26], [50], it is not considered 

one of the characteristics by which FFGM are grouped in practice as only the design 

spectrum is available. However, both soil type and PGA/PGV ratio are considered 

in grouping ground motions in this study. To tackle the unavailability of PGA/PGV 

ratio in engineering practice, the equation presented in [49] to correlate the 

PGA/PGV ratio with the second corner period of the design response spectrum is 

used. 

A suite of 110 FFGM is considered in this research study. The ground motions are 

selected for various site conditions representing several soil classifications such as 

A, B, C, and D. Because of the lack of records representing ground motions of A and 

B soil types, only 10 ground motions are used for A&B soil types, where 52 and 48 

ground motions are used representing C and D soil types, respectively. E and F soil 
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types are not considered in the scope of this research study as limited FFGM data are 

found for these types of soil. 

Next, the selected FFGM are grouped according to their PGA/PGV ratio into 10 sets 

each of 11 ground motions. By sorting the ground motions with respect to their 

PGA/PGV ratio, it is found that ground motions having close PGA/PGV ratios 

indicate similar spectral shapes, which facilitates the matching procedures of the 

ground motions within each group to the design response spectrum and as a result, 

suitable scale factors are used for each ground motion.  

To avoid near fault effect and pulse likewise ground motions, the ground motions 

are selected with distance to fault of more than 20 Km to represent far-fault 

properties. Moreover, the fault mechanisms considered in the selection of FFGM are 

normal and strike-slip fault mechanisms. A brief description of the obtained ground 

motions groups is summarized in Table 3.1. Further details of the used ground 

motions are available in appendix A. 
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Table 3.1 Ground motion groups summary 

Group 

# 

Soil Type Min. PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

Max. PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

Average PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

1 D 4.9 5.6 5.2 

2 D 5.8 6.9 6.5 

3 D 7.0 7.8 7.5 

4 D 7.9 8.9 8.6 

5 C&D 9.1 10.2 9.6 

6 C 10.2 10.8 10.5 

7 C 10.8 11.6 11.2 

8 C 12.0 13.5 12.8 

9 C 13.5 15.0 14.2 

10 A&B&C 15.4 42.2 27.2 

3.2.2 Averaged and Smoothed Spectra 

From many scaling procedures that have already been studied, several scaling 

approaches for FFGM have been proposed [51]. However, according to the current 

scaling procedures used in the seismic design of structures based on design codes, 

the acceleration-based scaling methods are still in use. Hence, the acceleration-based 

scaling procedure is used in this research study to scale the FFGM. Correspondingly, 

the ground motions within each group of the FFGM suite are scaled to the same 

intensity (PGA), and their average response spectra are obtained. Next, the smoothed 

average spectrum for each group is fitted by conducting nonlinear minimum least 

square regression analyses (MLSRA) on the average response spectrum. 
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The obtained smoothed average spectrum from each group is used in the RSA as a 

design spectrum. The smoothed average spectrum is adjusted to be similar in shape 

to the design response spectrum used in the seismic design of structures. It is 

composed of three spectral ranges: (1) the acceleration-sensitive range (ascending), 

(2) the velocity-sensitive range (constant), and (3) the displacement-sensitive range 

(descending). 

To obtain the smoothed average spectrum, the starting points of the constant and 

descending parts are carefully determined from the average spectrum. These starting 

points represent the first and the second corner periods of the smoothed spectrum, 

respectively. Then, a minimum least square function is fitted between the second 

corner period point and the end period point of the average spectrum at 5 s. A spectral 

acceleration equation for the descending part is obtained as follows: 

𝑆𝑎 =
c

𝛵α  (18) 

where 𝑆𝑎  is the spectral acceleration calculated as a function of the natural period 

(Τ ) in the displacement sensitive range, 𝑐 & α are coefficients determined by 

MLSRA. Next, the velocity-sensitive constant part of the smoothed spectrum is 

obtained by calculating the weighted average of the spectral acceleration with respect 

to the period range between the two corner periods as follows: 

𝑆𝑎 =
∑ 𝑆𝑎𝑖  𝛥𝛵𝑖

∑  𝛥𝛵𝑖
 

(19) 

where 𝑆𝑎𝑖 is the discreet spectral acceleration corresponding to point 𝑖 of which 𝛥𝛵𝑖 

is the arbitrary period slot within the considered period range. The acceleration-

sensitive ascending part of the smoothed spectrum is obtained by fitting linear 

function to the average response spectrum within the period range starting from 0 s 

to the first corner period. As a result, a linear equation is obtained as follows: 

𝑆𝑎 = 𝑃𝐺𝐴 + 𝑓𝛵 (20) 
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where 𝑃𝐺𝐴 is the peak ground acceleration and 𝑓 is a coefficient representing the 

spectral acceleration slope in the considered period range. Accordingly, the 

smoothed spectrum for each group of ground motions is obtained and plotted as 

shown in Fig. 3.1.   
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(e)  (f)  

  

(g)  (h)  

  

(i)  (j)  

Figure 3.1. Average response spectra of ground motion groups, their smoothed 

average spectra. (a) - (j) represent group 1-10, respectively. 
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As the obtained smoothed response spectra are used in the RSA, they are considered 

as a design parameter representing the site seismic properties of soil and PGA/PGV 

ratio. To make this parameter more practical, additional study is conducted to relate 

the average PGA/PGV ratio to the second corner period ( 𝑇𝑐) of the design response 

spectrum. The obtained second corner periods of the smoothed spectra are plotted 

versus the PGA/PGV ratios corresponding to each group of ground motions, as 

shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. The second corner periods TC of the smoothed response spectra versus 

the average PGA/PGV ratios of the ground motions groups, fitting curve of the 

plotted points. 

 

The same equation of  𝑇𝑐 presented in [49] is obtained by fitting a power function to 

the plotted points representing the relationship between  𝑇𝑐 and the PGA/PGV ratio.  

 𝑇𝑐 =  5 ∙ (
𝑃𝐺𝐴

𝑃𝐺𝑉
)

−1

 
(21) 
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3.3 Design Parameters Affecting R-factor and Their Ranges 

The strength reduction factor of the SDOF systems representing piers of bridges is 

affected by many parameters. The parameters considered in this research study are 

anticipated to have a significant impact on the seismic behavior of bridges and hence, 

the strength reduction factor, which is basically the force ratio of the elastic seismic 

demand to the plastic capacity of structures. These parameters are peak ground 

acceleration, natural period, corner period, the aspect ratio of pier, axial load, 

longitudinal reinforcements, transverse reinforcements, bearing stiffness, and 

concrete characteristic strength. The considered parameters are used in the RSA and 

NTHA procedures for various ranges determined by examining the design limits for 

each parameter in accordance with design codes. For simplicity, most of the 

parameters are combined and expressed in dimensionless forms, and their ranges are 

specified accordingly. 

3.3.1 Pier’s Aspect Ratio 

The aspect ratio of pier (H/D, H/h) is considered as a dimensionless parameter in 

which the height of pier (H) to the section depth ratio of both circular and rectangular 

piers is used. For circular piers, by investigating the possible circular diameters in 

practice, the considered diameter (D) range varies between 1 and 2.8 m with an 

increment of 0.2 m. Similarly, the section depth (h) range of rectangular piers is taken 

between 1 and 2.4 m with an increment of 0.2 m. 

However, for rectangular piers, an additional parameter is included to account for 

section width. It is defined as the section width to depth ratio (b/h), which is 

considered to vary between 1 and 2. 

The minimum height of piers considered in this study is 6 m, where the maximum 

height is calculated for each section depending on their substructure-superstructure 

connection type to meet the slenderness ratio limits defined by AASHTO [6] as: 
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𝐾  𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑟
 <  100 

(22) 

where K is the effective length factor specified in table 3.2,  𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum 

height of pier, and r is the radius of gyration calculated depending on section type of 

pier as: 

𝑟 =  (
𝐼

 𝐴𝑔
)

0.5

 
(23) 

where 𝐼 is the moment of inertia calculated about the weak axis for rectangular 

sections, and  𝐴𝑔 is the gross section area of pier. 

 

Table 3.2 Effective length factor 

End support type Fixed-pinned Fixed-rotationally 

fixed 

 

 

 

 

Buckled shape 

of pier 

  

Design value of K       2.1             1.2 
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Table 3.3 Aspect ratio limits for piers of circular sections 

D (m) Min(H/D) Max(H/D) Max(H/D)  

1.0 6.0 11.0 20.0 

1.2 5.0 11.7 20.8 

1.4 4.3 11.4 20.7 

1.6 3.8 11.9 20.6 

1.8 3.3 11.7 20.6 

2.0 3.0 11.5 20.5 

2.2 2.7 11.8 20.5 

2.4 2.5 11.7 20.8 

2.6 2.3 11.5 20.8 

2.8 2.1 11.8 20.7 

Tip connection type Pinned tip 
Rotationally 

fixed tip 

 

 

Table 3.4 Aspect ratio limits for piers of rectangular sections 

h (m) Min(H/D) Max(H/D) Max(H/D)  

1.0 6.0 13.0 24.0 

1.2 5.0 13.3 23.3 

1.4 4.3 13.6 23.6 

1.6 3.8 13.1 23.8 

1.8 3.3 13.3 23.9 

2.0 3.0 13.5 24.0 

2.2 2.7 13.6 23.6 

2.4 2.5 13.3 23.8 

Tip connection type Pinned tip 
Rotationally 

fixed tip 
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Accordingly, the upper limits of the pier aspect ratio (H/D, H/h) are taken as (11,13) 

and (20,23) for pinned/elastomeric bearing connected and rotationally fixed tip piers, 

respectively. 

3.3.2 Axial Load 

The axial load is included in this study in a dimensionless form. The axial load on a 

pier is expressed by the axial load ratio (𝜂), which is the ratio of the axial load (𝑃) to 

the section ultimate axial load capacity. 

𝜂 =
𝑃

0.85 𝑓𝑐 𝐴𝑔 (1−𝜌𝑙) +  𝑓𝑠𝑦 𝜌𝑙 𝐴𝑔 
        (24) 

The range of the axial load ratio (𝜂)  considered in this study varies between 0.07 

and 0.20 (5 different values: 0.07, 0.10, 0.13, 0.16, 0.20). 

3.3.3 Longitudinal Reinforcements 

The ratio of the total longitudinal reinforcement area to the section gross area (ρl) is 

also considered as a parameter varying within the limits defined by AASHTO [6] 

from 0.01 to 0.04 (7 different values: 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, and 0.04).  

3.3.4 Transverse Reinforcements 

Likewise, the volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcements (ρt) is included as a 

design parameter in this study. Its ranges is specified to vary between 0.003 and 

0.015 by an increment of 0.002 (7 different values: 0.003, 0.005, 0.007, 0.009, 0.011, 

0.013, and 0.015). 
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3.3.5 Characteristic Strength of Concrete 

In this research study, the characteristic strength of concrete (fc) is varied with 4 

different values as 20, 30, 40, and 50 MPa.  

3.3.6 Natural Period of Bridge 

The natural period of bridge structure (Tn) is anticipated to be an important parameter 

affecting R-factor. However, the range of (Tn) is determined by varying the lateral 

dynamic mass (𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐) of piers between 0.5 and 1.5 of the axial rigid mass 

of pier (5 different values: 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5), where the axial mass is calculated 

as: 

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 =
0.85 𝑓𝑐 𝐴𝑔 (1−𝜌𝑙) +  𝑓𝑠𝑦 𝜌𝑙 𝐴𝑔

𝑔 
𝜂 −  𝜌𝑐𝐴𝑔

𝐻

2
        (25) 

where 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 is the arbitrary axial rigid mass of pier, 𝐴𝑔 is the section gross area, 

 𝑓𝑠𝑦 is the longitudinal steel characteristic strength (420 MPa in this study), 𝑔 is the 

gravitational acceleration, and 𝜌𝑐 is the volumetric density of reinforced concrete.  

Based on author’s practical experience, and to obtain realistic natural period values, 

(Tn) is limited in this study between 0.2 (s) and 3 (s). The natural period is calculated 

for SDOF systems as following. 

 𝑇𝑛 = 2𝜋 √
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐

𝐾𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑟
   

(26) 

where 𝐾𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑟 is the effective stiffness of pier corresponding to the cracked section.  

3.3.7 Bearing Stiffness Ratio 

For piers with elastomeric bearings, additional parameter is considered representing 

the lateral stiffness ratio of bearings to the effective pier stiffness (Kreff) that varies 
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between 0.05 and 0.80 (8 different values: 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.35, 0.50, 0.65, 

and 0.80). 

𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐾ℎ

𝐾𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑟
   (27) 

where 𝐾ℎ is the lateral stiffness of elastomeric bearing. 

3.3.8 Second Corner Period of the Design Spectrum 

The second corner period of the design spectrum (Tc), which is a function of the 

PGA/PGV ratio, is also included in this study. To clarify the significance of the 

corner period of the design spectrum on the strength reduction factor, it is decided to 

perform the analyses in this study for only five different corner period values as (0.18 

,0.40, 0.50, 0.70, and 0.90 s) representing (10, 8, 5, 3, and 1) ground motions groups, 

respectively. 

3.3.9 Peak Ground Acceleration  

The peak ground acceleration PGA which illustrates the seismic intensity of ground 

motions is included in this study and varied between 0.2 (g) – 1.2 (g), 6 different 

values: 0.2 (g), 0.4 (g), 0.6 (g), 0.8 (g), 1.0 (g), 1.2 (g).  
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CHAPTER 4  

4 SECTIONAL ANALYSES OF BRIDGE PIERS 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the sectional analyses performed for bridge piers are introduced. 

Based on the sectional parameters considered in this study, the RC sections of piers 

are modeled, and the corresponding moment-curvature relationships are obtained. 

For each section, the obtained moment-curvature relationship is idealized by fitting 

a trilinear least square function representing the nonlinear behavior of piers. 

Moreover, the effects of various sectional parameters on the effective yield 

curvature, the ultimate curvature, and the yield moment capacities of both circular 

and rectangular sections are investigated. Consequently, a set of equations to 

estimate the yield curvature, ultimate curvature, and the yield moment capacities of 

pier sections is proposed by performing parametric linear regression analyses on the 

obtained results. 

4.2 Definitions of Yield and Ultimate Curvatures 

Due to the nonlinear behavior of reinforced concrete, which results in a nonlinear 

moment-curvature relationship, different definitions of yield curvature have been 

suggested by various research studies. As described in Fig. 4.1, the section response 

starts with a linear moment-curvature relationship proceeded by nonlinear behavior 

ensued from the softening of concrete and yield of reinforcing steel. Park and Paulay 

[52] defined yield curvature as the minimum curvature corresponding to either the 

first yield of steel or concrete reaching a strain of 0.002.  
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Figure 4.1. Actual versus idealized monolithic moment-curvature relationship. 

 

For design purpose, the effective yield curvature is used rather than the initial yield 

curvature. The effective yield curvature is obtained by idealizing the actual moment-

curvature curve into a bilinear relationship, as shown in Fig.4.1. The idealized 

moment-curvature curve consists of two parts representing the elastoplastic behavior 

of reinforced concrete sections. Moreover, the first part of the idealized moment-

curvature curve is considered as the elastic range of effective flexural stiffness 

corresponding to the cracked section. The second part represents the plastic response 

of the RC column section. Priestley et al. [53] defined the effective yield curvature 

as the curvature corresponding to the intersection of the line from origin passing 

through the initial yield point with the tangent line of flexural strength capacity. 

However, this approach might result in inaccurate effective yield curvature 

estimation as many tangent lines of flexural strength capacity could be drawn. 

In their study, Sheikh et al. [15] adopted a different approach in estimating the 

effective yield curvature. Such an approach that is based on both the initial yield 

point and the ultimate flexural strength capacity 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 of column as follows: 
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𝜑𝑦 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝜑𝑦𝑐
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀𝑦𝑐
 , 𝜑𝑦𝑠

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀𝑦𝑠
 )  (28) 

where 𝜑𝑦𝑐 is the curvature at which the peak strain of concrete is reached, and 𝜑𝑦𝑠 

is the curvature corresponding to the first yield of reinforcing steel. In this study, the 

estimation of yield curvature is based on fitting a minimum least square multilinear 

function of the idealized moment-curvature curve, which is described in detail in the 

following sections. 

Regarding the ultimate curvature, various analytical and experimental studies on the 

deformation capacity of columns attributed the flexural failure of columns to the 

fracture of reinforcing steel or/and concrete reaching its ultimate strain capacity ɛ𝑐𝑢 

[54]–[57]. Hence, the ultimate deformation capacity of columns is defined in terms 

of material strains. Based on ultimate strains of concrete and reinforcing steel, 

Priestley et al. [1] defined the ultimate curvature of reinforced concrete sections as 

the curvature at which 60% of the ultimate steel strain (0.6ɛ𝑠𝑢) or the ultimate strain 

of confined concrete is reached. Accordingly, the ultimate curvature adopted in this 

study is based on the definition suggested by [13]. 

4.3 Modeling of Flexural Behavior of RC Sections 

The flexural response of RC sections is inherently nonlinear. Such nonlinearities 

ensued from the combined nonlinear behavior of both concrete and steel under 

monotonic or cyclic loading. Thus, appropriate nonlinear material models are needed 

to be used in analytical sectional analysis to obtain proper moment-curvature 

response simulating the actual behavior of RC piers. In this research study, the 

analytical moment-curvature relationship for an RC section is obtained by 

performing sectional analysis considering appropriate material models of both 

concrete and steel. For this purpose, a moment-curvature program is developed via 

OpenSees [12] based on fiber section modeling of RC sections of columns. The 

modeled fiber section consists of a confined reinforced concrete core surrounded by 
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a concrete cover of constant depth. Results obtained by Sheikh et al. [15] showed 

insignificant effect of the depth of the concrete cover on the yield curvature of 

columns. Hence, the depth of concrete cover is considered constant as 0.05 m in this 

study. The properties of the material models used in this study are described in the 

following subsections: 

4.3.1 Material Model of Concrete 

The Mander [13] stress-strain model is used to simulate the response of confined 

concrete under uniaxial compressive loading. The model accounts for several 

confinement types for both circular and rectangular sections including spiral, hoops, 

and cross ties. It predicts the compressive strain of confined concrete based on 

balancing the strain energy capacity corresponding to the first fracture of transverse 

reinforcements with the strain energy stored in confined concrete due to the effective 

lateral pressure of confinements. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the Mander model [13] is 

used for the confined concrete core, where unconfined concrete is used for modeling 

the concrete cover. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Stress-strain relationship of confined and unconfined concrete. 
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As could be noticed from Fig. 4.2., the stress values corresponding to ultimate strains 

of confined and unconfined concrete are dragged to zero to ensure a significant drop 

in the moment at the ultimate curvature of sections. The ultimate strain capacity of 

confined concrete is calculated based on the equation suggested by [13] as: 

ɛ𝑐𝑢 = 0.004 +
1.4 𝜌𝑠 𝑓𝑦ℎ ɛ𝑠𝑢

𝑓𝑐𝑐 
 

(29) 

where 𝜌𝑠 𝑖𝑠 the transverse reinforcement ratio, 𝑓𝑐𝑐 is the peak strength of confined 

concrete, 𝑓𝑦ℎ and ɛ𝑠𝑢 are the yielding strength and ultimate strain of transverse steel, 

respectively. 

4.3.2 Material Model of Steel 

For simplicity, a classic idealized trilinear model is used in modeling the stress-strain 

relationship of the reinforcing steel under both tensile and compressive monotonic 

loading. As given in Fig. 4.3, the adopted model consists of three ranges accounting 

for the 1) elastic, 2) yielding, and 3) strain hardening behavior of the reinforcing 

steel. Firstly, the initial response of the reinforcing steel is assumed linear with elastic 

stiffness taken as 2×105 MPa. The second range of the idealized stress-strain 

relationship represents the yielding response of steel having constant yielding stress 

𝑓𝑠𝑦 until the hardening strain ɛ𝑠ℎ, then the strain hardening occurs till the ultimate 

strain capacity ɛ𝑠𝑢 of steel is reached.  
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Figure 4.3. Stress-strain relationship of reinforcing steel. 

 

Similar to the concrete model, the stress-strain relationship of steel is dragged to zero 

at the strain limit 0.6ɛ𝑠𝑢 by which the ultimate curvature is defined. 

4.4 Modeling of Flexural Behavior of RC Sections 

As this research study focuses on the effective yield point rather than the initial yield 

point, the effective yield point is determined by idealizing the actual moment-

curvature obtained from the sectional analysis. The idealized moment-curvature 

relationship is derived by dividing it into three parts. As described in Fig. 4.4, the 

first part of the idealized curve represents the elastic range. The second part is the 

hardening range, and the third part represents the softening range, where the flexural 

strength degrades due to the strain-softening in concrete and/or steel. The endpoints 

of these parts represent yielding, peak, and ultimate points, respectively. 
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Figure 4.4. Actual versus idealized monotonic moment-curvature relationship 

 

Firstly, the ultimate point is easily detected as a significant drop in flexural strength 

takes place based on the ultimate strain limits defined in the used material models. 

As it could be noticed from Fig. 4.4, the ultimate curvature is determined as the 

curvature value prior to the drop of strength. Next, the peak point is defined as the 

point corresponding to the maximum peak moment 𝑀𝑝. Then, the yield point is 

carefully examined as it represents the endpoint of the elastic range. Indeed, it 

corresponds to the yield curvature and the yield moment, which are important in the 

design of bridge structures. Hence, the yielding point is determined by fitting a 

trilinear minimum least square function to the actual curve followed by regression 

analysis as follows: 

A linear function is fitted to the actual curve within the elastic range representing the 

elastic part of the idealized moment-curvature curve. The linear part has an equation 

as follows: 

𝑀 = 𝐾𝑐𝑟 𝜑 (30) 

where 𝑀 is moment, and 𝐾𝑐𝑟 is the cracked section flexural stiffness illustrating the 

initial slope of the idealized curve corresponding to the curvature values 𝜑 within 
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the considered range. The second part of the idealized curve is obtained by fitting a 

linear function within the range between yielding and peak points. The equation of 

this function is as follows; 

𝑀 =  𝑀𝑦  +   𝐾ℎ (𝜑 −  𝜑𝑦) (31) 

where 𝑀𝑦 is the yielding moment,  𝐾ℎ is the slope of the second part representing 

the hardening stiffness, and 𝜑𝑦 is the effective yield curvature. The yield moment 

𝑀𝑦 is calculated as the weighted average moment in the range between yielding and 

ultimate points.  

𝑀𝑦 =
∑ 𝑀𝑖 𝛥𝜑𝑖

∑  𝛥𝜑𝑖
 

(32) 

where 𝑀𝑖 is the discreet moment value of the arbitrary curvature slot 𝛥𝜑𝑖 within the 

considered range. Lastly, the softening part of the idealized curve is obtained by 

fitting a linear function between the peak and ultimate points as follows; 

𝑀 =  𝑀𝑝  +   𝐾𝑠 (𝜑 −  𝜑𝑝) (33) 

where 𝐾𝑠 is the slope of the softening part, illustrating the softening stiffness of the 

idealized curvature relationship, and 𝜑𝑝 is the peak curvature.  

Accordingly, the trilinear idealized moment-curvature relationship is created, where 

the endpoint for each segment is obtained by conducting minimum least square 

regression analysis considering the areas under both actual and idealized curves. 

4.5 Parametric Sectional Analyses  

Sectional analyses have been performed considering the sectional parameters 

included in this study. Moreover, the variations of the effective yield curvature, 

ultimate curvature, and yield moment capacity of circular and rectangular sections 

are investigated on wide ranges of various sectional parameters. Accordingly, the 
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analytical sectional analyses are performed for 9800 circular sections and 33600 

rectangular sections in both weak and strong axes. 

4.5.1 Variation of the Effective Yield Curvature as A Function of 

Sectional Parameters 

The effects of various sectional parameters on the effective yield curvature are 

investigated considering the specified ranges. 

 

  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.5. Effects of section diameter/depth and longitudinal reinforcements on 

the normalized effective yield curvature. (a) Circular sections, (b) Rectangular 

sections.  

 

In Fig. 4.5, the effect of the depth of section on the effective yield curvature for 

different longitudinal reinforcements ratios is described by normalizing the effective 

yield curvature values with the value corresponding to 1m section depth for both 

circular and rectangular sections. It could be noticed that the effective yield curvature 

decreases as the section depth increases for both section types. Moreover, Fig. 4.5 

(a) shows a significant increase of the effective yield curvature due to the increase 
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of the amount of the longitudinal reinforcements for circular sections. On the other 

hand, a small effect of the longitudinal reinforcements is observed on the effective 

yield curvature of rectangular sections. 

 

  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.6. Effects of axial load and characteristic strength of concrete on the 

normalized effective yield curvature. (a) Circular sections, (b) Rectangular 

sections. 

 

Results shown in Fig. 4.6 indicate that the effective yield curvature significantly 

increases with higher axial load ratios. Indeed, it could be understood that the 

characteristic strength of concrete has significant influence on the effective yield 

curvature of circular sections, where it has very limited influence on the effective 

yield curvature of rectangular sections. The effective yield curvature values 

presented in Fig. 4.6 (a) and Fig. 4.6 (b) are normalized with respect to the values at 

0.07 axial load ratio and 20 MPa concrete characteristic strength. It is noteworthy to 

mention that the amount of transverse reinforcements and section width showed no 

influence on the effective yield curvature. 
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4.5.2 Variation of Ultimate Curvature as A Function of Sectional 

Parameters 

The effects of various sectional parameters on the ultimate curvature are investigated 

considering the specified ranges. 

 

  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.7. Effects of section diameter/depth and longitudinal reinforcements on 

the normalized ultimate curvature. (a) Circular sections, (b) Rectangular sections. 

 

The results show a significant influence of the section depth on the ultimate curvature 

capacity of column sections. As it could be concluded from Fig. 4.7, the ultimate 

curvature capacity decreases with higher section depth for both circular and 

rectangular sections. Regarding longitudinal reinforcements, the amount of 

longitudinal reinforcements appears to affect the ultimate curvature capacity of 

circular sections, where it has a negligible effect on the ultimate curvature capacity 

of rectangular sections. 

From the results presented in Fig. 4.8, a significant effect of axial load ratio and 

characteristic strength of concrete could be observed on the ultimate curvature 

capacity of both circular and rectangular sections. It could be noticed that the 
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ultimate curvature decreases as axial load increases. Moreover, it decreases as the 

concrete characteristic strength increases. 

 

 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.8. Effects of axial load and characteristic strength of concrete on ultimate 

curvature. (a) Circular sections, (b) Rectangular sections. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.9. Effects of transverse reinforcements on ultimate curvature. (a) Circular 

sections, (b) Rectangular sections. 
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As shown in Fig. 4.9, a significant increase in the ultimate curvature capacity of 

circular and rectangular sections is observed due to the increase of the transverse 

reinforcement ratio. 

4.5.3 Variation of Yield Moment as A Function of Sectional Parameters 

The effects of various sectional parameters on the yield moment capacity are 

investigated within the specified ranges.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.10. Effects of section diameter/depth and longitudinal reinforcements 

on yield moment. (a) Circular sections, (b) Rectangular sections. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.11. Effects of axial load and characteristic strength of concrete on yield 

moment. (a) Circular sections, (b) Rectangular sections. 

 

The results presented in Fig. 4.10 show a significant effect of both section depth and 

longitudinal reinforcements on the yield moment capacity of column sections. 

Indeed, the yield moment capacity tends to increase at higher axial load ratios within 

the range varying between 7% and 20% as described in Fig. 4.11. Moreover, yield 

moment capacity increases with higher characteristic strength of concrete. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Section width versus normalized yield moment of rectangular 

sections for various transverse reinforcements ratios. 
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It could be noticed from Fig. 4.12 that the yield moment capacity of rectangular 

sections increases with higher section width. Indeed, results indicate no significant 

influence of transverse reinforcements on yield moment capacity for both circular 

and rectangular sections.  

4.6 Data Analyses and Derivation of the Proposed Sectional Equations 

In this section, six equations to estimate the effective yield curvature, ultimate 

curvature, and yield moment capacities for both circular and rectangular sections are 

presented. The derivation of these equations is achieved by performing parametric 

linear regression analyses on the data obtained from the conducted parametric 

sectional analyses. For simplicity, the proposed equations are decided to have power 

function shape expressed as a function of the considered parameters as following. 

𝑌 = 𝐶0 ∙ 𝑋1
𝐶1 ∙ 𝑋2

𝐶2 ∙ . . . . 𝑋𝑛
𝐶𝑛 (34) 

   

where 𝑌 is the estimated value, 𝑋1, 𝑋2, and 𝑋𝑛 represent the considered sectional 

parameters, 𝐶0, 𝐶1, 𝐶2, and 𝐶𝑛 are coefficients determined via regression analysis. 

For this purpose, multiple linear regression analyses are performed after applying 

logarithmic transformation on the data to obtain the coefficients of the desired 

function shape. 

The proposed effective yield curvature, ultimate curvature, and yield moment 

capacity equations for both circular and rectangular RC sections are introduced in 

the following subsections: 

4.6.1 Proposed Effective Yield Curvature Equations 

Two equations are proposed to estimate the effective yield curvature for both circular 

and rectangular sections. 
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o For circular sections: 

 

𝜑𝑦 = 0.0106 ∙
𝜌𝑙

0.16 ∙ 𝜂0.02

𝐷1.1
 

(35) 

To examine the accuracy of the above equation, a goodness of fit plot, representing 

the match of the estimated effective yield curvature values with 9800 calculated 

values obtained from the sectional analyses, is presented in Fig. 4.13. Moreover, 

the error distribution of the estimated data is introduced as shown in Fig. 4.14. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Effective yield curvature goodness of fit scatter plot for circular 

sections. 
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Figure 4.14. Relative error distribution of the estimated effective yield 

curvature values for circular sections. 

 

As it could be noticed from Fig. 4.13, the proposed equation shows a very good fit 

of the estimated effective yield curvatures with R2 value of 0.98. Indeed, the majority 

of the estimated values indicate very small errors compared to the calculated values. 

 

o For rectangular sections: 

 

𝜑𝑦 = (6.5 × 10−3) ∙
𝜌𝑙

0.03 ∙ 𝜂0.05

ℎ
 

(36) 

The goodness of fit scatter and the error distribution of the estimated yield curvature 

values using the above equation are presented in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 5.16, respectively. 
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Figure 4.15. Effective yield curvature goodness of fit scatter plot for 

rectangular sections. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Relative error distribution of the estimated effective yield 

curvature values for rectangular sections. 

The corresponding R2 value of the above equation is 0.95. 
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4.6.2 Proposed Ultimate Curvature Equations 

Two equations are proposed to estimate the ultimate curvature for both circular and 

rectangular sections. 

 

o For circular sections: 

𝜑𝑢 = 0.26 ∙
𝜌𝑡

0.45

𝐷 ∙  𝜌𝑙
0.06  ∙  𝜂0.27

 
(37) 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Ultimate curvature goodness of fit scatter plot for circular 

sections. 
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Figure 4.18. Relative error distribution of the estimated ultimate curvature 

values for circular sections. 

 

The goodness of fit scatter along with the error distribution of the estimated ultimate 

curvature values using the above equation are presented in Fig. 4.17. and Fig. 4.18. 

As it is illustrated in Fig. 4.17, the proposed equation provides a good estimation of 

the ultimate curvatures for the analyzed sections with R2 value of 0.87. Moreover, 

From the error distribution plot, the errors of the estimated values have peak 

frequency oriented toward zero. 

 

o For rectangular sections: 

𝜑𝑢 = 0.17 ∙
𝜌𝑡

0.16

ℎ1.1  ∙  𝜂0.03
 

(38) 

The goodness of fit scatter and the error distribution of the estimated ultimate 

curvature values using the above equation are presented in Fig. 4.19. and Fig. 4.20. 

The corresponding R2 value of the above equation is 0.85. 
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Figure 4.19. Ultimate curvature goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular 

sections. 

 

 

Figure 4.20. Relative error distribution of the estimated ultimate curvature 

values for rectangular sections. 

4.6.3 Proposed Yield Moment Equations 

Two equations are proposed to estimate the yield moment capacity for both circular 

and rectangular sections. 
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o For circular sections: 

𝑀𝑦 = (2 × 104) ∙ 𝐷3 ∙  𝑓‘𝑐
0.3 ∙ 𝜌𝑙

0.6 ∙ 𝜂0.2   (39) 

where 𝐷 is in (𝑚),  𝑓‘𝑐 is in (MPa) and 𝑀𝑦 is in (KN.m). 

 

Figure 4.21. Yield moment capacity goodness of fit scatter plot for circular 

sections. 

 

 

Figure 4.22. Relative error distribution of the estimated yield moment values 

for circular sections. 
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As illustrated in Fig. 4.21, perfect fit is achieved using the yield moment equation 

with R2 equals 0.99.   

 

o For rectangular sections: 

𝑀𝑦 = (4.25 × 104) ∙ ℎ2 ∙ 𝑏 ∙  𝑓‘𝑐
0.3 ∙ 𝜌𝑙

0.7 ∙ 𝜂0.2 (40) 

where ℎ & 𝑏 are in (𝑚),  𝑓‘𝑐 is in (MPa) and 𝑀𝑦 is in (KN.m). 

 

Figure 4.23. Yield moment capacity goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular 

sections. 
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Figure 4.24. Relative error distribution of the estimated yield moment values 

for rectangular sections. 

The corresponding R2 value of the above equation is 0.98. 
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CHAPTER 5  

5 STRENGTH REDUCTION FACTORS OF BRIDGE PIERS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the structural modeling of piers as SDOF systems is thoroughly 

explained. Moreover, the strength reduction factors are derived by performing 

parametric RSA and NTHA procedures of the SDOF systems considering the 

selected FFGM. The parametric analyses are conducted for an extensive range of 

various design parameters including the peak ground acceleration (PGA), natural 

period (Tn), aspect ratio of pier (H/D), axial load ratio (𝜂), bearing lateral stiffness 

(Kh), longitudinal reinforcement ratio (ρl), and concrete characteristic strength (fc). 

In the NTHA, lumped plasticity method is used through plastic hinges defined by 

backbone curves obtained by conducting sectional analyses for piers. The hysteretic 

model used in the NTHA is adjusted to account for different failure modes as shear, 

shear-flexure combined, and flexure failure depending on some design parameters 

of piers. 

5.2 Bridge Piers as SDOF Systems 

In performance-based seismic design, Bridge structures are supposed to resist 

seismic forces within definite damage limits specified by design codes. According 

to the current design codes, the damage limits by which seismic performance levels 

are defined, are expressed by tip displacement of elements. Moreover, it is 

recommended by design codes to design bridges such that damages occur in piers 

rather than other elements such as abutments, deck, footings, and cap beams which 

are preferred to remain elastic during seismic actions [42]. Hence, the seismic 
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behavior of piers is regarded as a pivoting point of the strength reduction factor 

evaluation. 

In this research study, piers are modeled as SDOF systems with lumped mass 

representing the corresponding arbitrary dynamic mass of superstructure. Indeed, 

three types of SDOF systems are created according to their substructure-

superstructure connection type with fixed base supports, as shown in Fig.5.1. 

 

   

Monolithically-connected pier 

system 

(a) 

Pin-connected pier  

system 

(b) 

Elastomeric bearing-connected 

pier system 

(c) 

Figure 5.1. SDOF systems of piers 

 

(a) Piers that are monolithically connected to deck of relatively high flexural stiffness 

are modeled with rotationally fixed tip SDOF systems. 

(b) Piers that are pin connected to deck are modeled as cantilever elements with free 

tips. 

(c) Piers which are elastomeric bearing connected to deck are modeled as cantilever 

elements with zero-length elastic links representing bearings. 
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In addition to connection type, two types of pier sections are considered in this 

research study. The analyses are performed for both circular and rectangular 

sections. In case of rectangular sections, the analyses are performed in both 

directions of sectional dimensions representing the seismic analyses of piers in both 

longitudinal and transverse directions of the bridge. 

A study conducted on elastoplastic SDOF and MDOF systems by Behnoud Ganjavi 

and Hong Hao [58] shows that soil-structure interaction (SSI) ensued from the 

interaction between the foundations and the surrounding soil during earthquakes, 

affect the strength reduction factor of systems having high structure-to-soil stiffness 

ratio, especially with very loose soil. The results showed lower R-factor values for 

systems of loose soil due to the effect of foundation-soil interaction on the natural 

period. However, The SSI effect is not included in the scope of this study as the R-

factor is based on the net displacement of piers and the natural period of bridge 

structures where the foundation-soil system effect might take place. Therefore, the 

foundation-soil system is neglected, and fixed-base SDOF systems are used. 

5.3 Response Spectrum Analyses Procedure  

The linear analyses in this research study are conducted via the response spectrum 

analyses procedure, which is the most widely used elastic analyses procedure in the 

seismic design of structures. It is performed on the SDOF systems for a variety of 

design parameters to obtain the elastic demand forces.  

The parameters used in the RSA are 𝛵𝑐, PGA, 𝛵𝑛, and the arbitrary rigid mass. Next, 

the elastic moment demand at the base of the SDOF system is obtained by conducting 

simple RSA, in which the smoothed response spectrum of the considered corner 

period (𝛵𝑐) is scaled in accordance with the PGA value and used to obtain the spectral 

acceleration corresponding to the fundamental natural period of the bridge 𝛵𝑛. 

The elastic moment demand is calculated as follows: 
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𝑀𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∙  𝑆𝑎(𝛵𝑛) ∙  𝐻𝑠   (41) 

where 𝑀𝑒 is the elastic moment demand at the base of the SDOF system, 𝑆𝑎(𝛵𝑛) is 

the spectral acceleration corresponding to the period of structure 𝛵𝑛, and 𝐻𝑠 is the 

shear span length of the pier. 

5.4 Nonlinear Time History Analyses Procedure 

In the performance-based seismic design of structures, the performance limit states 

are expressed in many forms such as curvature, rotation, strain, drift, and 

displacement. However, in engineering practice, displacement is considered as an 

important design parameter indicating the seismic response of structures. 

In this research study, the average maximum displacement for each set of ground 

motions is obtained using NTHA procedure, which is one of the most preferred 

methods to estimate the actual nonlinear response of structures. Moreover, it is 

commonly used in the seismic design of bridges by simulating the seismic behavior 

of structures throughout various earthquake scenarios representing site seismicity.  

Accordingly, the NTHA procedure is conducted for various ranges of the considered 

parameters, and its results are compared to those obtained from the RSA procedure.  

Defining the nonlinear properties of the SDOF systems, lumped plasticity approach 

is used by localizing nonlinearity in certain regions in which plastic deformations are 

expected to take place. Therefore, plastic hinges are defined based on the idealized 

moment-curvature relationship of the pier section. Herein, the idealized moment-

curvature relationship used in NTHA is derived based on the procedure presented in 

Chapter 4. 

Among various hysteretic models that have been studied, The Ibarra-Medina-

Krawinkler (IMK) hysteretic model   [11] is used to simulate the seismic behavior of 

the SDOF systems. 
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Figure 5.2. IMK pinching hysteretic model. 

 

The IMK hysteretic model accounts for many properties and features such as 

pinching, strength, and stiffness deteriorations that are critical for estimating the 

strength and displacement demands of structures experiencing deteriorations or 

collapse [59]. However, due to the limited studies conducted to determine the model 

parameters, only the IMK pinching hysteretic model shown in Fig. 5.2 is used, where 

the strength and stiffness deteriorations are neglected in this research study.  

The used pinching IMK model is based on defining a peak-oriented backbone curve 

representing the monolithic idealized moment-curvature relationship of the section, 

in addition to two parameters 𝑘, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛾 that represent pinching and the cyclic energy 

dissipation capacity, respectively. These parameters are obtained by the formulas 

proposed by Zhen Wang et al. [59] as follows: 

𝑘 = 0.481 + 0.0886 
𝐻𝑠

ℎ
 −  7.42        𝑘 ≥ 0.2 , ≤ 1.0 

(42) 

𝛾 = 1330 + 262 
𝐻𝑠

ℎ
 −  58000          𝛾 ≥ 100 , ≤ 2000 

(43) 
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Consequently, parametric NTHA of the SDOF systems are conducted for various 

ranges of the considered parameters by developing a finite element-based nonlinear 

time history analysis program using OpenSees [12].  

The direct integration of NTHA procedure is performed by modeling a SDOF system 

with rigid mass. Moreover, the nonlinearity of the system is presented by assigning 

plastic hinges of lengths calculated in accordance with the following expression [1]: 

𝐿𝑝 =  0.08𝐻𝑠 + 0.022 𝑓𝑠𝑦 𝑑𝑏𝑙  ≥  0.044  𝑓𝑠𝑦 𝑑𝑏𝑙 (44) 

where 𝐿𝑝  is the plastic hinge length, and 𝑑𝑏𝑙 is the maximum diameter of the 

longitudinal steel bars used in the section. The other parts of pier are modeled to 

remain elastic with cracked section properties by applying the cracked section factor 

(CSF), which is calculated as: 

𝐶𝑆𝐹 =
𝐸𝑐 𝐼𝑐𝑟

𝐸𝑐 𝐼𝑔
 =  

𝑀𝑦

𝜑𝑦(𝐸𝑐 𝐼𝑔)
  

(45) 

where CSF is the cracked section factor, 𝐸𝑐 is the modulus of elasticity of concrete,  

𝐼𝑔 is the gross moment of inertia, and 𝐼𝑐𝑟 is the cracked moment of inertia. 

5.5 Strength Reduction Factor   

By comparing the results obtained from the RSA and the NTHA procedures, the 

strength reduction factor is obtained as the ratio of the elastic moment force 𝑀𝑒 from 

the RSA to the plastic moment capacity, which is considered as 𝑀𝑦 obtained from 

the NTHA procedure. 

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑅) =  
𝑀𝑒

𝑀𝑦
  

(46) 
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5.6 Effect of Transverse Reinforcements on R-factor 

A Sensitivity analysis is conducted on a sample of SDOF systems to examine the 

effect of transverse reinforcements on the strength reduction factor. RSA and NTHA 

procedures are performed on a wide range of transverse reinforcement ratio (ρt) 

varying between 0.003 and 0.015. As shown in Fig.5.3, the results of this sensitivity 

analysis indicate that the variation in transverse reinforcement ratio within the 

considered range does not significantly affect the strength reduction factor. This 

insignificant effect could be interpreted by the limited influence of transverse 

reinforcements on the yield strength capacity and the post-yield stiffness of piers. 

However, the results showed a notable increase in both the ultimate moment and 

curvature capacities of the analyzed piers. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Effect of transverse reinforcements on R-factor. 

 

Consequently, the transverse reinforcement ratio is not considered as a variant 

parameter in this research study but constant with an averaged post-yield stiffness. 
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Therefore, the used hysteretic model is modified so that an idealized bilinear 

moment-curvature relationship is used. 

5.7 Development of the Proposed R-factor Equations 

In this subsection, the data analysis procedures conducted on the results obtained 

from the parametric RSA and NTHA are introduced. Furthermore, the data model 

used to generate the proposed R-factor equations is presented.  

First, the R-factors and tip displacements of the SDOF systems are collected. Next, 

the collected results are combined with the corresponding design parameters and 

structured in 9 different data sets. The obtained data sets represent various piers 

classified based on their substructure-superstructure connection, the direction of 

analyses, and section type. Then, these data sets are mined and analyzed by applying 

Principal Component Analysis to reduce their dimensionality. Next, 9 R-factor 

equations are developed by performing multiple linear regression analyses for each 

data set. Finally, the error performance of the proposed R-factor equations is 

investigated and discussed. 

5.7.1 Data Mining 

Nine strength reduction factor equations for bridges subjected to FFGM are aimed 

to be developed. For this purpose, 9 data sets are generated from the conducted 

parametric RSA and NTHA corresponding to different pier configurations are 

obtained.  

Firstly, these data sets are structured in terms of the considered parameters in 

addition to the demand tip displacement resulted from the NTHA. The considered 

tip displacement is calculated as the average of the maximum tip displacements for 

each group of ground motions. 
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Secondly, the prepared data sets are mined such that the data of SDOF systems 

showing average displacements less than the corresponding yield displacement or 

more than the maximum displacement are eliminated.  

In this research study, the yield displacement 𝑑𝑦 is calculated based on the yield 

curvature 𝜑𝑦 obtained from the conducted sectional analyses for each SDOF system 

as: 

𝑑𝑦 = 𝑐1 𝜑𝑦𝐻2 (47) 

where, 𝑐1 here is a constant depending on piers’ tip connection type. It could be 

assumed as (1/3) for free end or elastomeric bearing connected piers and (1/6) for 

fixed tip piers [1]. The maximum displacement of the elastoplastic SDOF systems is 

defined as the displacement corresponding to the capping point of the moment-

curvature relationship of 0.015 transverse reinforcement ratio. The capping 

displacement 𝑑𝑐 is calculated as: 

𝑑𝑐 = 𝑑𝑦 +  (𝜑𝑐  −  𝜑𝑦)𝐿𝑃 𝐻 (48) 

where, 𝜑𝑐 is the capping curvature, and 𝐿𝑃 is the plastic hinge length. 

5.7.2 Data Structuring 

After the data sets have been mined, they are structured in the shape of matrices such 

that each column represents a design parameter. For simplicity and to reduce the 

dimensionality of the obtained data, we decided to reduce the number of parameters. 

For this purpose, a dimensionality reduction procedure of two steps is performed. 

Firstly, based on our structural engineering knowledge, the parameters anticipated to 

have significant effects on R-factor are addressed in several forms resulting in 

different parametric combinations. 

Secondly, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) procedure is performed on the 

obtained parametric combinations to eliminate the parameters that have negligible 
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effects on the parametric variation of the data sets. PCA procedure is one of the most 

popular techniques used in data science. The PCA procedure is generally performed 

on high dimensional data that consists of observations expressed by various inter-

correlated variables. It is used to reduce the dimensionality by extracting the 

important variables which their variations significantly affect the data properties 

respectively with their eigenvalues and express them as a new data set of orthogonal 

components [60]. 

Accordingly, the dimensionality reduction procedure is conducted on several 

parametric combinations in which important parameters are expressed in different 

forms such as displacement 𝑑, drift (
𝑑

𝐻
), and ductility µ. As a result, we found that 

expressing tip displacement in terms of displacement ductility µ along with the other 

parameters yields the best combination. 

5.7.3 Development of the Proposed R-factor Equations 

Based on the adopted parametric combinations, parametric linear regression analyses 

are performed for each data set to derive R-factor equations.  The R-factor equations 

proposed in this research study are derived to be used in the performance-based 

seismic design of bridge structures considering the seismic performance of bridge 

piers as the main earthquake resisting system. Hence, the proposed equations are 

prepared to estimate the R-factor values used in calculating the elastic design forces 

of piers considering their tip displacements. For simplicity, the proposed R-factor 

equations are assumed to have the following power function form. 

𝑅 = 𝐶0 ∙ 𝑋1
𝐶1 ∙ 𝑋2

𝐶2 ∙  . . . . 𝑋𝑛
𝐶𝑛 (49) 

where 𝐶0, 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑛 are coefficients determined via regression analyses on the 

available data sets. Although liner regression analysis procedure is used to analyze 

data and to find coefficients of linear functions, the coefficients of the assumed 

power functions are calculated by applying linear regression analysis on the natural 

logarithmic transformation of the data such as: 
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𝑙𝑛(𝑅)  = 𝑙𝑛(𝐶0) + 𝐶1 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑋1) + 𝐶2 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑋2) + . . . 𝐶𝑛 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑋𝑛) (50) 

It is noteworthy that all the proposed R-factor equations are expressed in simple 

dimensionless form enabling designers to calculate the corresponding R-factor for 

each pier easily. Moreover, the error performance of the proposed equations is 

investigated by performing error analyses based on the relative error of the R-factor 

values estimated via the proposed equations for the available data sets. The relative 

error for each data point is calculated as follows. 

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (%)  = 100% ∙
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  − 𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
  

(51) 

Accordingly, the proposed R-factor equations for the available data sets are 

presented along with their goodness of fit plots and their error distributions. 
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5.7.3.1 R-factor Equation for Circular Piers of Pinned Tip 

𝑅 = 8 ∙
µ0.21 ∙ (𝐷 ∙ 𝑃𝐺𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝐶)0.75

𝐻1.5 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.12

≥ 1 
(52) 

 

 

Figure 5.4. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for circular piers of pinned tip. 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

circular piers of pinned tip. 
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5.7.3.2 R-factor Equation for Circular Piers of Fixed Tip 

𝑅 = 10 ∙
µ0.27 ∙ 𝐷0.65 ∙ (𝑃𝐺𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝐶)0.7

𝐻1.35 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.11

≥ 1   
(53) 

 

 

Figure 5.6. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for circular piers of fixed tip. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

circular piers of fixed tip. 
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5.7.3.3 R-factor Equation for Circular Piers of Elastomeric Bearing 

Connected Tip 

𝑅 = 2 ∙
µ0.17 ∙ 𝐷0.52 ∙ (𝑃𝐺𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝐶)0.7 ∙ 𝐾𝑟

0.6

𝐻1.22 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.36

≥ 1  
(54) 

 

 

Figure 5.8. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for circular piers of elastomeric 

bearing connected tip. 

 

Figure 5.9. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

circular piers of elastomeric bearing connected tip. 
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5.7.3.4 R-factor Equation for Rectangular Piers of Pinned Tip in the Short 

Direction (h < b) 

𝑅 = 11.4 ∙
µ0.22 ∙ (ℎ ∙ 𝑃𝐺𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝐶)0.75

𝐻1.5 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.03

≥ 1 
(55) 

 

 

Figure 5.10. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular piers of pinned 

tip in the short direction. 

 

Figure 5.11. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

rectangular piers of pinned tip in the short direction. 
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5.7.3.5 R-factor Equation for Rectangular Piers of Fixed Tip in the Short 

Direction (h < b) 

𝑅 = 7.8 ∙
µ0.4 ∙ ℎ0.52 ∙ 𝑃𝐺𝐴0.55 ∙ 𝑇𝑛

0.5 ∙ 𝑇𝐶
0.6

𝐻1.07 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.05

≥ 1 
(56) 

 

 

Figure 5.12. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular piers of fixed tip 

in the short direction. 

 

 

Figure 5.13. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

rectangular piers of fixed tip in the short direction. 
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5.7.3.6 R-factor Equation for Rectangular Piers of Elastomeric Bearing 

Connected Tip in the Short Direction (h < b) 

𝑅 = 1.9 ∙
µ0.22 ∙ ℎ0.48 ∙ 𝑃𝐺𝐴0.62 ∙ 𝑇𝑛

0.54 ∙ 𝑇𝐶
0.7 ∙ 𝐾𝑟

0.4

𝐻1.1 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.3

≥ 1 
(57) 

 

 

Figure 5.14. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular piers of 

elastomeric bearing connected tip in the short direction. 

 

 

Figure 5.15. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

rectangular piers of elastomeric bearing connected tip in the short direction. 
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5.7.3.7 R-factor Equation for Rectangular Piers of Pinned Tip in the Long 

Direction (h > b) 

𝑅 = 9.8 ∙
µ0.26 ∙ ℎ0.7 ∙ (𝑃𝐺𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝐶)0.7

𝐻1.4 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.04

≥ 1 
(58) 

 

 

Figure 5.16. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular piers of pinned 

tip in the long direction. 

 

 

Figure 5.17. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

rectangular piers of pinned tip in the long direction. 
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5.7.3.8 R-factor Equation for Rectangular Piers of Fixed Tip in the Long 

Direction (h > b) 

𝑅 = 7 ∙
µ0.43 ∙ (ℎ ∙ 𝑃𝐺𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝐶)0.5

𝐻 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.04

≥ 1 
(59) 

 

 

Figure 5.18. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular piers of fixed tip 

in the long direction. 

 

 

Figure 5.19. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

rectangular piers of fixed tip in the long direction. 
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5.7.3.9 R-factor Equation for Rectangular Piers of Elastomeric Bearing 

Connected Tip in the Long Direction (h > b) 

𝑅 = 1.5 ∙
µ0.26 ∙ ℎ0.4 ∙ 𝑃𝐺𝐴0.53 ∙ 𝑇𝑛

0.5 ∙ 𝑇𝐶
0.56 ∙ 𝐾𝑟

0.4

𝐻0.93 ∙ 𝜌𝑙
0.3

≥ 1 
(60) 

 

 

Figure 5.20. R-factor goodness of fit scatter plot for rectangular piers of 

elastomeric bearing connected tip in the long direction. 

 

 

Figure 5.21. Relative error distribution of the estimated R-factor values for 

rectangular piers of elastomeric bearing connected tip in the long direction. 
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5.7.4 Discussion of Results 

From the results described in Fig. (5.4-5.21), the proposed R-factor equations show 

acceptable fitting to the identity line, which illustrates the goodness of fit of the 

estimated values to the actual values. Furthermore, the performed error analyses 

show high accuracy of the data models as the error distributions have peaks around 

values very close to zero. Further details of the error performance of the derived 

equations are presented in Table 5.1 as follow:  

Table 5.1 Data analysis results of the derived R-factor equations 

Section Connection 
Data 

 Points 
R2 

Mean 

Error % 

Error 

STD %  

C
ir

cu
la

r Pin 429261 0.95 2.83 11.98 

 

Rotationally Fixed 757128 0.94 1.6 11.94 

Elastomeric Bearing 463514 0.87 3.94 14.31 

R
ec

ta
n
g
u
la

r 
 

Pin 1724858 0.94 4.55 11.39 

S
h
o
rt

 

D
ir

ec
ti

o
n

 

Rotationally Fixed 3167386 0.94 5.31 11.32 

Elastomeric Bearing 1634068 0.85 0.85 11.64 

Pin 2116949 0.94 2.5 10.79 

L
o
n
g
 

D
ir

ec
ti

o
n

 

Rotationally Fixed 3765609 0.94 4.54 10.53 

Elastomeric Bearing 2252771 0.83 1.47 12.05 
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CHAPTER 6  

6 PERFORMANCE-BASED SEISMIC DESIGN PROCEDURE 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a new performance-based seismic design procedure for RC bridge 

structures is proposed. The proposed design procedure mainly depends on the 

derived R-factor equations in Chapter 5. The implementation of the proposed design 

procedure is clearly explained throughout design examples for several bridge 

structures of different types. Moreover, the verification of the designs is done by 

performing nonlinear time history analyses on the designed bridges showing their 

reliability of achieving the stated performance objectives. 

6.2 Performance Objectives 

In the performance-based design of structures, the performance objective is a 

statement correlating seismic levels with several performance levels defined based 

on acceptable damage limit states. Starting with damage limit states, the damage 

status of elements during seismic actions is considered an important factor in 

performance-based design. The damage statuses of members are determined based 

on material strains and expressed using quantitative limit states of many forms such 

as displacement, drift, and rotation. 

Among several damage limit states recommended by various research studies [2], 

[61]–[64], serviceability, damage control, and collapse prevention limit states are 

widely used in literature and many design codes. Serviceability indicates no need for 

damage repair. Damage control accounts for repairable damage only. Collapse 

prevention means that damage could not be repairable, but collapse must be 

prevented. Quantitatively, research studies [61], [64] recommended material strain 
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values for both serviceability and damage control limit states. Regarding 

serviceability limit state, it is recommended that tensile strain of reinforcing rebars 

(ɛs) should be limited to 0.015, where the compressive strain of concrete (ɛc) should 

be limited to 0.004. Similarly, the strain limits of tension rebars and concrete 

corresponding to damage control are suggested not to exceed 0.06, 0.018, 

respectively.  

In the report presented by Hwang et al.  [65], five damage levels of highway bridge 

columns are suggested based on damage severity. The corresponding limit states are 

expressed in terms of displacement ductility ratios calculated with respect to the first 

yield displacement of columns. Although expressing limit states in terms of material 

strains is the best way to describe damage, the measurement of strains during design 

and assessment stages may not be practical.  

In the study presented by Ghobarah  [2], five damage limit states are introduced in 

drift form such as (No damage < 0.2%, Repairable damage < 0.5%, Irreparable 

damage < 1.5%, Near collapse < 2.5%, and Collapse > 2.5%). Based on earlier 

research efforts [30]–[32], the study [2] related the introduced damage levels into 

various operation levels. 

To indicate damage limit states in more simple engineering parameters, Priestley et 

al. [1] recommended four damage levels expressed in displacement limit states. The 

proposed limit states are based on flexural rotations of bridge columns at plastic 

hinge levels. Accordingly, the limit states are indicated as a function of column’s 

yield (dy) and ultimate (du) displacements. Nevertheless, the study [1] provided a set 

of expressions to calculate tip displacements of bridge columns considering yield 

and ultimate curvatures.  

A summary of the aforesaid limit states proposed by various research studies is 

presented in Table 6.1.  
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Table 6.1 Damage /Performance levels and limit states 

Study Damage/ Performance level Limit states 

Priestley et al. [64] 

& Kowalsky [61] 

Serviceability  ɛs < 0.015 or ɛc < 0.004 

Repairable damage  ɛs < 0.06 or ɛc < 0.018 

Hwang et al. [65] 

 

No damage µd < µ (first yield) 

Slight damage µ (first yield) < µd < µ (global yield) 

Moderate damage µ (global yield) < µd < µ (ɛc = 0.002)  

Extensive damage µ (ɛc = 0.002) < µd < µ max 

Complete damage µmax < µd  

Ghobarah [2] 

No damage/Immediate 

occupancy Drift < 0.2% 

Repairable 

damage/Operational Drift < 0.5% 

Irreparable damage/Life safe Drift < 1.5% 

Severe damage/Near collapse Drift < 2.5% 

Collapse Drift > 2.5% 

Priestley et al. [1] 

Slight damage d < dy 

Moderate damage d < dy + 
1

2
 (du - dy) 

Severe damage d < dy + 
2

3
 (du - dy) 

Collapse prevention d < du 

 

According to most seismic design codes of bridge structures (e.g. TKDY [48]), limit 

states of piers are usually presented in terms of flexural damage, where damage due 

to shear is prevented by capacity design. 

For reliable performance-based designs of structures, performance levels are 

generally associated with various hazard levels that are usually defined in accordance 

with the frequency of seismic events. Some of the commonly used hazard levels 

presented in [2] are listed in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 Seismic hazard levels [2] 

Frequency of 

seismic event 

Return period 

(years) 

Probability of 

exceedance 

Frequent  43 50% in 30 years 

Occasional 72 50% in 50 years 

Rare  475 10% in 50 years 

Very rare 970 5% in 50 years 

Extremely rare 2475 2% in 50 years 

 

For the sake of designing structures able to achieve multiple performance levels 

accounting for more than one possible seismic event, several design objectives were 

proposed by various researchers [30]–[32]. Indeed, structures are classified into 

different types based on their importance. Three main importance classes of 

structures are used in engineering practice such as basic, essential, and critical 

structures. For example, the performance objectives introduced by Vision 2000 [30] 

are presented in Fig. 6.1. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Performance objectives suggested by vision 2000 [30]. 
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It should be noted that there are various performance objectives as well as 

importance classes for different types of structures presented in literature and seismic 

design codes. Regarding the seismic design of bridges, several design codes 

recommended designing bridges for multiple performance levels. In contrast with 

the LRFD specifications [6], in which bridges are designed for a single performance 

level of 1000-year return period earthquake, other design codes and guidelines 

recommended multi-performance levels. In Eurocode [7], bridges are designed to 

achieve limited ductile/damage and life safety performance levels associated with 

seismic hazards of 95-year and 475-year return periods, respectively. According to 

the highway bridge specifications by the South Carolina Department of 

Transportation SCDOT [66], two hazard levels of 462-year and 975-year return 

periods are used. For the 462-year hazard level, limited damage state is required, 

where repairable damage shall be sustained for the 975-year hazard level. The 

Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code CSA [46] recommends two hazard levels 

associated with 475-year and 2475-year return periods. The 475-year hazard level 

required a performance level of minimal damage, where at the 2475-year hazard 

level, severe damage is allowed. Along with these design criteria, other seismic 

design criteria existing in different design codes are compared and discussed in the 

review study presented by Zhang & Alam [3]. 

A summary of the design criteria recommended by some seismic design codes 

mentioned above is presented in Table 6.3. 

 

Table 6.3 Design criteria recommended by some seismic design codes 

Design Code Seismic Hazard Level Damage/ Performance level 

AASHTO LRFD [6]  1000-year  Life Safety 

Eurocode [7] 95-year Limited Damage 

475-year Life Safety 

SCDOT [66] 
462-year Limited Damage 

975-year Repairable Damage 

CSA [46] 475-year Minimal Damage 

2475-year Severe Damage 
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6.3 Evaluation of Performance Displacement Profile 

Among various forms of performance limit states, expressing flexural damage in 

terms of displacement is very common as it is easy to be measured and calculated in 

engineering practice. For this reason, the design displacements of piers are calculated 

with respect to curvature values determined based on predefined material strains at 

plastic hinge locations. Accordingly, the design displacements of bridge piers are 

calculated in this study based on the displacement limit states proposed by Priestley 

et al. [1]. As shown in Table 6.1, displacement limit states are defined as a function 

of ultimate and yield displacements calculated as: 

𝑑𝑢 =  𝑑𝑦  + (𝜑𝑢  −  𝜑𝑦)𝐿𝑃 𝐻 (61) 

Regarding estimating the yield and ultimate curvatures of pier sections, the equations 

proposed in Chapter 4 are adopted in this study. Based on the design parameters of 

pier sections, the proposed equations account for estimating the yield and ultimate 

curvature capacities for both circular and rectangular sections. 

Unlike longitudinal direction, in which the estimation of the performance 

displacement profile is straightforward, the determination of the displacement 

performance profile in transverse direction might be more complex. Based on several 

characteristics of multiple span bridges with continuous decks (such as geometry, 

abutment connection, superstructure stiffness, and substructure stiffness), various 

inelastic displacement patterns could be defined. As described in Fig. 6.2, Dwairi et 

al. [38] identified three patterns of inelastic displacement of bridges as (a) and (b) 

where translation motion of rigid superstructure is expected with equal 

displacements of all members. (c) and (d) displacement patterns illustrate a rigid 

body translation combined with rotation ensued from the eccentricity of mass and 

rigidity centers. (e) and (f) illustrate symmetric displacement patterns of flexible 

superstructure. 
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Figure 6.2. Plan views of possible inelastic displacement patterns for continuous 

bridges [38]. 

 

Along with the abovementioned inelastic displacement patterns, other patterns could 

be derived depending on different bridge configurations. It is important to mention 

that in order to obtain the performance displacement profile corresponding to a 

predefined performance level, the derived displacement pattern needed to be scaled 

to the so-called ‘’performance point’’ determined based on the critical bridge 

element. 

The derivation of the performance displacement profile has been under critical 

investigation for the past decades. In the studies presented by Kowalsky [37] and 

that by Dwairi et al. [38], a procedure to derive the performance displacement profile 

of bridge structures was introduced. The introduced procedure is based on elastic 

modal analysis in which a 5%-damped spectrum is used. Accordingly, for bridges 

expected to have elastic response in transverse direction, the performance 

displacement profile could be obtained using the elastic properties. However, for 

bridges in which significant relative stiffness difference of piers and abutments is 

anticipated due to the inelastic response of elements, the derivation of the 

performance displacement profile becomes more challenging. To tackle this issue, 

the abovementioned studies [37], [38] proposed the so-called ‘’effective mode 

shape’’ approach which is based on the secant stiffness of substructure to detect more 

realistic inelastic displacement patterns, particularly for bridges of flexible 

superstructures. 
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It should be noted that the performance displacement profile obtained using the 

effective mode shape (EMSh) approach is necessarily derived with respect to the 

fundamental mode neglecting the effects of higher modes. Since higher modes might 

have a significant effect on the seismic response of bridge structures, the use of the 

EMSh approach for bridges having higher modes effect could result in unrealistic 

performance displacement profiles and hence unreliable designs. Thus, Kappos et al. 

[67] proposed an extension to the EMSh approach to account for higher mode effects 

using suitable modal combination rules such as SRSS and CQC.  

In addition to the abovementioned procedures that are mainly based on linear 

analysis, other procedures to derive the profile displacement profile are based on 

nonlinear analysis. Procedures such as the displacement-based pushover analysis 

presented by [68], and that presented by [69], which is based on modal pushover 

analysis to account for higher modes effects, are proposed. Nevertheless, other 

studies [70]–[72] adopted rational approaches to estimate the displacement profile 

of bridges. Such approaches are based on approximate functions of deformation 

patterns determined depending on bridge characteristics [73]. 

It should be mentioned that for an accurate approximation of the performance 

displacement profile using procedures based on inelastic properties, prior knowledge 

of design parameters is required. Thus, estimating the performance displacement 

profile using elastic methods is more appealing, especially in design stages, where 

prior knowledge of the inelastic properties might not be available. However, the 

performance-based design procedure proposed in this study is aimed to be suitable 

for many performance displacement profile estimation techniques. 

6.4 Proposed Performance-Based Seismic Design Procedure 

The proposed performance-based seismic design is presented as follows: 

Step 1: Determination of performance objective. 

Step 2: Dimensioning of piers, deck, and other elements of the bridge. 
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Step 3: Performing non-seismic structural analyses. 

Step 4: Preliminary estimation of longitudinal reinforcements and effective elastic 

stiffness of piers. 

In this step, the initial estimation of longitudinal reinforcements is made, where the 

effective stiffness 𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓 of piers is calculated as follows: 

𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  
𝑀𝑦

𝜑𝑦
 

(62) 

where, 𝑀𝑦 and 𝜑𝑦 are the yield moment and yield curvature capacities of the section 

calculated using the equations proposed in chapter 3.  

Step 5: Performing 5%-damped modal and response spectrum analyses. 

In this step, the resultant elastic forces (e.g., shear 𝑉𝐸, moment 𝑀𝐸), and the natural 

period of the bridge are calculated.  

Step 6: Capacity-based shear design of piers. 

In this step, the brittle failure of piers due to shear is prevented by satisfying the 

following relationship: 

𝑉𝐶𝐷 = 𝛾𝑜 ∙
𝑀𝑦

𝐻𝑆
   

(63) 

where, 𝑉𝐶𝐷 is the shear capacity design force, and 𝛾𝑜 is the pier overstrength factor 

(has a value between 1.25 and 1.35 as recommended by [42]). From this step, the 

required transverse reinforcements are calculated, and the corresponding transverse 

reinforcement ratio is obtained for each pier. 

Step 7: Derivation of the performance displacement profile. 

In this step, the net displacements of piers are calculated with respect to the obtained 

performance displacement profile. It should be noted that the performance 

displacement profile could be derived by several means as described in the previous 
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section. Thus, this procedure provides the possibility of using various performance 

displacement profile derivation techniques.  

Step 8: Evaluation of the strength reduction factor. 

In this step, the strength reduction factor for each pier is evaluated using the 

equations proposed in chapter 5. 

Step 9: Checking the capacity of the designed sections. 

In this step, the yield moment capacities of piers calculated in step 4 are compared 

with the required yield moments calculated using the obtained R-factors. For a 

proper design, the following relationship must be satisfied: 

|𝑀𝑦  −   
𝑀𝐸

𝑅
 | ≤ tolerance (64) 

If this relationship is not satisfied, the assumed design parameters are changed, and 

the abovementioned steps are repeated. 

Step 10: Designing for multiple performance objectives. 

In case of designing bridges for multiple performance objectives, this step is added 

so that the performance of the designed bridge is validated for another performance 

level. Therefore,  steps 7 & 8 are applied for the new performance level 𝑃𝐿2 using 

the same pier section properties resulted from the design process of 𝑃𝐿1. 

Accordingly, the performance displacement profile corresponding to 𝑃𝐿2 is derived 

from step 7. Next, the R-factor values of piers corresponding to 𝑃𝐿2 are calculated 

from step 8. Then, the design of piers is validated by satisfying the following 

relationship: 

𝑅1 ∙  
𝑃𝐺𝐴2

𝑃𝐺𝐴1
  ≤  𝑅2 (65) 

where, 𝑅1 & 𝑅2 , and 𝑃𝐺𝐴1 & 𝑃𝐺𝐴2 are the R-factor values and peak ground 

acceleration values corresponding to 𝑃𝐿1 and 𝑃𝐿2, respectively. 
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6.5 Implementation of the Proposed Performance-Based Seismic Design 

Procedure  

In this section, the implementation of the proposed design procedure is described via 

design examples representing bridge structures of various configurations. For this 

sake, three multiple-span straight bridges of various substructure-superstructure 

connections are presented (See Fig. 6.3). The bridges shown in Fig. 6.3 are designed 

for circular sections, where the final design is verified by performing NTHA. 

 

 

 

Bridge 1 

 

 

 

Bridge 2 

 

 

 

Bridge 3 

Figure 6.3. Design examples of continuous bridge structures. 

For all bridges shown in Fig. 6.3, the superstructure is modeled as a continuous deck 

of 10 m width, and supported by seven I-shaped girders as shown in Fig. 6.4 below: 
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Figure 6.4. Cross-section of superstructure. 

 

Indeed, the bridges shown in Fig. 6.3 are modeled, including the soil-structure 

interaction effect at abutments. For all the designed bridges, the same abutment is 

used. The abutment is designed to have a height of 6 m and a width of 10 m.  

 

 

Figure 6.5. Side view of abutment. 

 

As shown in Fig. 6.5, the superstructure is supported at abutments by elastomeric 

bearings placed over a seat of 0.65 m length. Moreover, an expansion joint 
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represented by a gap of 0.15 m length is provided to minimize damage at abutments 

and to enable the movement of the superstructure in longitudinal direction. 

The backfill soil is modeled using linear links each of a stiffness value representing 

1 m soil depth. Thus, the backfill behind the abutment wall is divided into 6 layers, 

and the stiffness of each soil layer is calculated based on the initial stiffness of the 

force-deformation relationship for passive soil pressure proposed by Duncan and 

Mokwa [74]. Accordingly, the soil-structure interaction at abutments is modeled in 

SAP2000 [75] using gap elements of a zero-gap length connected in series with the 

linear links to simulate the soil effect which takes place only in compression during 

seismic actions. Indeed, the mass of backfill soil is represented by lumped masses 

for each soil layer as shown in Fig. 6.6. 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Modeling of backfill soil-structure interaction. 

 

Bridge 1 represents a V-shaped valley bridge having two equal spans each of 15 m. 

The bridge is supported by a single pier of 10 m height connected to the deck 

monolithically.  
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Bridge 2 consists of 3 spans having 30 m, 40 m, and 30 m lengths, respectively. In 

addition to the abutments, the bridge is supported by two double-column bents such 

that the clear height of columns in each bent is equal to 10 m. The columns are 

anticipated to behave as a cantilever in the longitudinal direction and as rotationally 

fixed in the transverse direction due to the rigidity of the cap beam, which has 

dimensions of 2 m × 1.5 m.  

In bridge 3, a continuous deck of 4 spans (30 m, 40 m, 40 m, 30 m) is supported by 

elastomeric bearings over single-column bents at A&C, and a pier with pin 

connection at B. As shown in Fig.6.3, piers A&C have a clear height of 8 m, where 

pier B has a 12 m height. 

In all Bridges, the deck is modeled to move in longitudinal direction, where it is 

restrained in transverse direction using shear keys at abutments. 

6.5.1 Determination of Performance Objectives 

The considered bridges are designed to achieve two performance levels 𝑃𝐿1& 𝑃𝐿2, 

in which moderate damage is allowed at  𝑃𝐿1, and severe damage at 𝑃𝐿2. 

Accordingly, the corresponding displacement limit states are defined such as [1]: 

𝑑𝐿𝑆1  =  𝑑𝑦  +  
1

2
(𝑑𝑢  −  𝑑𝑦) 

(66) 

𝑑𝐿𝑆2  =  𝑑𝑦  +  
2

3
(𝑑𝑢  −  𝑑𝑦) 

(67) 

 

where, 𝑑𝐿𝑆1 & 𝑑𝐿𝑆2 are the displacement limit states corresponding to 𝑃𝐿1and 𝑃𝐿2, 

respectively. 
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6.5.2  Determination of the design seismic levels 

In this research study, the design seismic levels associated with performance levels 

𝑃𝐿1& 𝑃𝐿2 are defined based on seismic actions of return periods 𝑇𝑅1 & 𝑇𝑅2 as 975 

and 2475 years, respectively. Accordingly, the seismic intensities expressed in terms 

of peak ground accelerations 𝑃𝐺𝐴1 & 𝑃𝐺𝐴2 are calculated as: 

𝑃𝐺𝐴𝑖 =  𝑃𝐺𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓 ( 
𝑇𝑅,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑇𝑅𝑖
)

−1/𝑘

 
(68) 

where, 𝑃𝐺𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the peak ground acceleration associated with a predefined 

reference seismic level with a reference return period 𝑇𝑅,𝑟𝑒𝑓, and 𝑘 is a coefficient 

that varies between 1.5 and 4.5 depending on the seismicity and the natural period 

of the structure [76]. Herein, a reference peak ground acceleration of  𝑃𝐺𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓  =

0.4 (𝑔) corresponding to a reference return period of 475 years is used, where a 

constant 𝑘 value of 2.3 is assumed for all bridges. Consequently, the design peak 

ground accelerations are calculated as: 𝑃𝐺𝐴1 = 0.55 (𝑔)  & 𝑃𝐺𝐴2 = 0.82 (𝑔). 

After determining the seismic intensities, the bridges are designed using the 

smoothed spectrum obtained from group 7, which was not included in the derivation 

of R-factor equations. Accordingly, the used design spectrum has a corner period of 

0.45 s and corresponds to soil type C. 

6.5.3 Final design details  

The considered bridges are designed using the proposed step-by-step performance-

based seismic design procedure. To minimize errors that might be ensued from 

estimating the performance displacement profile, it is derived using modal nonlinear 

pushover analysis, which is considered one of the most accurate methods for 

performance displacement profile estimation. Consequently, bridges are primarily 

designed for the upper-performance level 𝑃𝐿2 corresponding for a return period of 
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2475 years, then the designs are checked for the lower performance level 𝑃𝐿1 of a 

975-years return period. 

The final design details of the considered bridges are presented as follows: 

Bridge 1: 

Bridge 1 is designed in the longitudinal direction only as it remains within the elastic 

range in the transverse direction. This is due to the fact that Bridge 1 is restrained in 

the transverse direction at abutments with a relatively rigid superstructure of 30 m 

length only.  

The final design details of Bridge 1 is reported in Table 6.4 as follows: 

 

Table 6.4 Design details of Bridge 1 

Parameter Unit Longitudinal 

𝑇𝑛 (s) 0.8 

Pier - A 

Connection Type - Rotationally Fixed 

H (m) 10 

D (m) 1.5 

 𝑓𝑐 (MPa) 30 

𝜌𝑙 - 0.017 

𝜂 - 0.065 

𝜌𝑡 - 0.004 

𝑘𝑟 - - 

𝑑𝐿𝑆 (m) 0.17 

𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 (m) 0.17 

µ𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 - 3.16 

R - 2.61 
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Bridge 2: 

Bridge 2 is designed in both transverse and longitudinal directions separately, where 

the final design corresponding to the dominant direction is adopted. 

The design details of Bridge 2 is reported in Table 6.5 as follows: 

 

Table 6.5 Design details of Bridge 2 

Parameter Unit Transverse Longitudinal 

𝑇𝑛 (s) 0.6 2 

Pier - A & B A & B 

Connection Type - Rotationally Fixed Pinned 

H (m) 10 10 

D (m) 1.4 1.4 

 𝑓𝑐 (MPa) 30 30 

𝜌𝑙 - 0.01 0.013 

𝜂 - 0.09 0.09 

𝜌𝑡 - 0.0023 0.003 

𝑘𝑟 - - - 

𝑑𝐿𝑆 (m) 0.14 0.28 

𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 (m) 0.14 0.28 

µ𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 - 2.61 2.41 

R - 2.1 2.9 

 

From Table 6.5, it is clear that the design of Bridge 2 is dominated by the longitudinal 

direction. Thus, the design in the longitudinal direction is considered as the final 

design of piers. 
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Bridge 3: 

Bridge 3 is designed in both transverse and longitudinal directions separately, where 

the final design corresponding to the dominant direction is adopted. 

The design details of Bridge 3 is reported in Table 6.6 as follows: 

 

Table 6.6 Design details of Bridge 3 

Parameter Unit Transverse Longitudinal 

𝑇𝑛 (s) 1.1 1.52 

Pier - A & C B A & C B 

Connection Type - 
Elastomeric 

Bearing 
Pinned 

Elastomeric 

Bearing 
Pinned 

H (m) 8 12 8 12 

D (m) 1.8 2 1.8 2 

 𝑓𝑐 (MPa) 30 30 30 30 

𝜌𝑙 - 0.01 0.012 0.025 0.02 

𝜂 - 0.10 0.09 0.087 0.084 

𝜌𝑡 - 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.002 

𝑘𝑟 - 0.38 - 0.38 - 

𝑑𝐿𝑆 (m) 0.136 0.23 0.178 0.24 

𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 (m) 0.12 0.23 0.178 0.2 

µ𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 - 2.21 2.1 2.8 1.64 

R - 1.92 1.81 1.8 2.06 

 

Considering the performance displacement profiles in both directions, it could be 

noted that pier B represents the critical element in the transverse direction, whereas 

piers A&C are the critical elements in the longitudinal direction. However, the final 

design of bridge 3 is determined based on the design outputs of the longitudinal 

direction. 
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6.5.4 Verification of Bridge Designs 

The designs obtained by implementing the proposed performance-based seismic 

design procedure in the previous section are verified by performing NTHA using 

SAP2000 [75]. In Fig 6.7-6.8, the design tip displacements of the considered bridges 

are compared with those obtained by NTHA in both transverse and longitudinal 

directions, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7. Comparison between design tip displacements and averaged tip 

displacements of piers from NTHA corresponding to the upper performance level 

in transverse direction. 
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Figure 6.8. Comparison between design tip displacements and averaged tip 

displacements of piers from NTHA corresponding to the upper-performance level 

in longitudinal direction. 
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In Fig. 6.7, the resulted tip displacements of piers from NTHA procedure, which is 

considered as an accurate procedure to estimate the actual seismic response of 

structures, are compared with the design tip displacements in transverse direction.  

For Bridge 2, more conservative results are obtained from NTHA compared to those 

obtained for bridge 3. This is simply ascribed to the restraining effect of abutments 

in transverse direction, which significantly takes place in bridges of shorter 

continuous superstructures. In bridge 3, compared to the design tip displacements of 

piers, almost identical but also conservative values are obtained from NTHA.  

In Fig. 6.8, the design tip displacements of Bridges 1-3 in longitudinal direction are 

compared with the values obtained from NTHA. Moreover, the effect of abutments 

in longitudinal direction is investigated by performing NTHA for bridge models with 

and without abutments. For bridge models in which abutments are included, a 

significant effect of abutments could be noticed, especially for the bridges designed 

to undergo displacements relatively much larger than the expansion joint length. For 

example, the piers of Bridge 2 are designed to have tip displacements of 0.28 m, 

which is significantly larger than the provided expansion joint length (0.15 m for all 

cases). However, the obtained tip displacements of piers from NTHA in bridge 2 

modeled including abutments are equal to 0.21 m, which is far less than the design 

displacements. On the other hand, the demand tip displacements of piers obtained 

from NTHA for the same bridge modeled without abutments show larger values that 

are closer to the design displacements.  

Although the same trend is observed from the displacement results of Bridges 1&3 

presented in Fig. 6.8, limited effect of abutments is found as the seismic forces in 

these bridges are mainly resisted by piers rather than abutments, enabling the bridges 

to undergo displacement close to the design values. 

Considering the results of the designed bridges, it could be concluded that the 

proposed performance-based seismic design procedure provides acceptable designs 

for all the designed bridge piers, which are anticipated to resist seismic forces 

considering predefined performance objectives. However, more conservative 
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designs are obtained for bridges in which significant seismic forces are resisted by 

abutments, resulting in lower damage levels at piers. 
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CHAPTER 7  

7 CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis, a new methodology to estimate strength reduction factors for 

performance-based seismic design of RC bridges is presented. The presented 

methodology is developed by modeling bridge piers as single degree of freedom 

(SDOF) systems with a lumped mass representing the arbitrary mass of 

superstructure. Bridge piers are classified according to their substructure-

superstructure connection into three types such as pinned, rotationally fixed, and 

elastomeric bearing connected piers. The strength reduction factors (R-factor) of the 

SDOF systems are evaluated by performing linear 5%-damped response spectrum 

analyses (RSA) and nonlinear time history analyses (NTHA) for both circular and 

rectangular sections considering wide ranges of design parameters. Moreover, the 

SDOF systems are analyzed using a suite of far-fault ground motions acquired from 

PEER database [10]. The acquired ground motions are grouped according to their 

PGA/PGV ratios into ten groups. The smoothed average spectra of these groups are 

obtained and used as design spectra in the RSA and NTHA. As the PGA/PGV ratio 

is not usually used as a design parameter in engineering practice, it is correlated to 

the second corner period of the design spectrum using the relationship proposed in 

[49]. Therefore, the design parameters anticipated to have significant effects on the 

seismic response of bridge piers are investigated, and their possible ranges are 

determined considering the limits existing in design codes.  

In this study, the R-factor is calculated as the ratio of the elastic demand force to the 

yield strength capacity of piers. Thus, the yield moment and curvature capacities of 

the considered piers are determined by developing a moment-curvature program via 

OpenSees software [12]. Accordingly, parametric moment-curvature analyses are 

performed for the adopted ranges of the sectional parameters and the corresponding 

idealized moment-curvature relationships are obtained.  
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In the performed sectional analyses, the Mander model [13] is used to simulate the 

concrete behavior, and a simplified trilinear stress-strain relationship is used for the 

reinforcing steel. Consequently, the effects of the considered sectional parameters 

on the yield curvature, ultimate curvature, and yield moment capacities are 

investigated. The results show a significant effect of section depth on the yield 

curvature of circular and rectangular sections. Fewer effects of longitudinal 

reinforcements, axial load, and concrete strength are observed on the yield 

curvature for both section types. Indeed, insignificant effect of the transverse 

reinforcements on the yield curvature and yield moment capacities is noticed. It is 

found that the ultimate curvature is greatly influenced by section depth and 

transverse reinforcements, where it is less affected by the longitudinal 

reinforcements and axial load. From the resulted data, a set of equations to estimate 

the yield curvature, ultimate curvature, and yield moment capacities of RC 

sections is proposed. Such equations are used in the seismic design and assessment 

of bridges to calculate the displacement and strength capacities of piers.   

Afterwards, the R-factors corresponding for the considered SDOF systems are 

obtained by performing RSA using the design spectra. Then, the nonlinear responses 

of the systems are simulated by performing NTHA to obtain the corresponding 

demand displacements. In the NTHA, the nonlinear behavior is simulated by 

assigning plastic hinges at specific locations expected to undergo plastic 

deformations along the pier height. The assigned plastic hinges are defined based on 

the idealized moment-curvature relationships obtained from the sectional analyses. 

Moreover, the pinching IMK hysteretic model [11] is used to simulate the cyclic 

behavior of piers considering various failure modes such as shear, shear-flexure, and 

flexure failure mode. To investigate the effects of the design parameters on R-factor, 

a sensitivity analysis of R-factor for a sample SDOF systems is performed. The 

sensitivity analysis indicated no effect of the transverse reinforcements on R-factor. 

However, very limited effect of transverse reinforcements on the resulted demand 

displacements is noticed due to the effect of transverse reinforcements on the post-

yield stiffness. Therefore, the transverse reinforcements ratio is excluded from the 
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parameters used in R-factor derivation. Indeed, the analyzed SDOF systems are 

adjusted to have bilinear moment-curvature relationships having an average post-

yield stiffness. 

Next, parametric RSA and NTHA of the SDOF systems are performed on high-

performance computer machines using parallel computation techniques, and the 

corresponding R-factor as well as the maximum tip displacements values are 

obtained. As a result of the performed parametric analyses, a total of 9 huge data sets 

are structured and mined to eliminate unrealistic values. Subsequently, 9 R-factor 

equations are derived by performing multiple regression analyses on the obtained 

data sets. In addition to the design parameters affecting the strength reduction factor, 

the R-factor equations are expressed by including the average maximum 

displacement of each group resulted from the NTHA. To investigate the accuracy of 

the proposed R-factor equations, error performance analyses are performed by 

comparing the actual R-factor values of the SDOF systems with those calculated 

using the proposed equations. The results show excellent accuracy of the proposed 

R-factor equations as the mean error values are very closed to zero in all the analyzed 

data sets. Moreover, acceptable error standard deviations varying between 10.35% 

and 14.31% are obtained for the analyzed data. 

Based on the proposed equations in this thesis, a new performance-based seismic 

design procedure for bridges is presented. The presented procedure mainly depends 

on the strength reduction factor estimated by assuming initial values of the design 

parameters for bridge piers. The step-by-step design procedure is iterated till the 

appropriate design achieving the desired performance objective is reached. The 

proposed procedure is simple and could be implemented using simple 5%-damped 

response spectrum analysis. Moreover, it enables designers to have optimal seismic 

designs of bridges corresponding to multi-performance levels.  

The proposed design procedure is implemented for three bridges of various 

configurations. To describe the implementation of the procedure in both directions, 

the designs of the considered bridges are obtained in transverse and longitudinal 
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directions separately. Consequently, the final designs of both directions are verified 

by performing NTHA. Indeed, the soil-structure interaction effect at abutments is 

investigated by performing the NTHA for bridges with and without abutments. As a 

result, the designed bridges showed acceptable performance satisfying the design 

performance levels. The results of the NTHA indicated a significant effect of 

abutments on the resultant displacements for the bridges expected to undergo 

displacements relatively much larger than the provided expansion joints resulting in 

less damage at piers.  

Although the proposed design procedure shows good reliability for the bridges 

presented in this thesis, the application of this procedure should be investigated on 

bridges in which irregularities due to the relative stiffness of piers and redistribution 

of seismic forces take place.
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APPENDICES 

A. Selected Ground Motions 

Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

G
ro

u
p
 1

 

1 36 
Borrego 

Mtn 
6.6 strike slip 45.7 213 4.9 

2 3758 Landers 7.3 strike slip 36.9 334 4.9 

3 2702 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 54.5 210 4.9 

4 6036 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 58.5 309 5.0 

5 4462 
L'Aquila, 

Italy 
6.3 Normal 26.9 199 5.1 

6 2898 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 53.1 224 5.1 

7 2744 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 48.4 319 5.3 

8 1149 
Kocaeli, 

Turkey 
7.5 strike slip 58.3 310 5.3 

9 6912 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 25.4 206 5.5 

10 8487 
Parkfield-

02, CA 
6 strike slip 29.4 308 5.6 

11 6005 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 36.5 203 5.6 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

G
ro

u
p
 2

 

12 5832 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 26.6 242 5.8 

13 447 
Morgan 

Hill 
6.2 strike slip 24.5 240 5.9 

14 5859 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 42.6 194 6.3 

15 5988 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 30.6 196 6.5 

16 931 
Big 

Bear-01 
6.5 strike slip 35.2 297 6.6 

17 2857 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 56.1 350 6.6 

18 1144 
Gulf of 

Aqaba 
7.2 strike slip 44.1 355 6.6 

19 6953 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 24.6 206 6.6 

20 2891 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 54.9 222 6.6 

21 2694 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 50 229 6.8 

22 884 Landers 7.3 strike slip 36.2 312 6.9 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 
G

ro
u
p
 3

 

23 8492 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 58 191 7.0 

24 176 

Imperial 

Valley-

06 

6.5 strike slip 22 250 7.2 

25 6965 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 24.3 263 7.2 

26 1121 
Kobe, 

Japan 
6.9 strike slip 27.8 256 7.3 

27 2900 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 56.4 240 7.4 

28 5969 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 32.9 223 7.5 

29 6988 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 26.9 344 7.6 

30 1177 
Kocaeli, 

Turkey 
7.5 strike slip 53.9 342 7.6 

31 6013 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 28.3 276 7.7 

32 1110 
Kobe, 

Japan 
6.9 strike slip 24.8 256 7.8 

33 6896 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 32.9 280 7.8 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

G
ro

u
p
 4

 

34 2752 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 21.7 259 7.9 

35 163 

Imperial 

Valley-

06 

6.5 strike slip 24.6 206 8.1 

36 464 
Morgan 

Hill 
6.2 strike slip 26.4 216 8.1 

37 3754 Landers 7.3 strike slip 48.8 292 8.4 

38 850 Landers 7.3 strike slip 21.8 359 8.6 

39 169 

Imperial 

Valley-

06 

6.5 strike slip 22 242 8.8 

40 6923 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 30.5 255 8.8 

41 1776 
Hector 

Mine 
7.1 strike slip 56.4 359 8.8 

42 186 

Imperial 

Valley-

06 

6.5 strike slip 36.9 212 8.8 

43 166 

Imperial 

Valley-

06 

6.5 strike slip 50.1 336 8.9 

44 5838 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 29 186 8.9 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 
G

ro
u
p
 5

 

45 2111 
Denali, 

Alaska 
7.9 strike slip 43 342 9.1 

46 462 
Morgan 

Hill 
6.2 strike slip 30.8 199 9.1 

47 8160 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 35.5 209 9.2 

48 1115 
Kobe, 

Japan 
6.9 strike slip 28.1 256 9.4 

49 4054 
Bam, 

Iran 
6.6 strike slip 46.2 575 9.5 

50 1160 
Kocaeli, 

Turkey 
7.5 strike slip 55.5 387 9.6 

51 910 
Big 

Bear-01 
6.5 strike slip 41.9 379 9.7 

52 2697 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 54.5 498 9.8 

53 926 
Big 

Bear-01 
6.5 strike slip 59.8 390 10.1 

54 2743 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 38.4 505 10.1 

55 1128 

Kozani, 

Greece-

01 

6.4 Normal 57.3 491 10.2 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

G
ro

u
p
 6

 

56 472 
Morgan 

Hill 
6.2 strike slip 31.9 544 10.2 

57 4487 
L'Aquila, 

Italy 
6.3 Normal 49.1 575 10.2 

58 1626 
Sitka, 

Alaska 
7.7 strike slip 34.6 650 10.3 

59 6060 
Big 

Bear-01 
6.5 strike slip 41.9 368 10.85 

60 2785 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 51.8 470 10.5 

61 2788 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 49.8 485 10.5 

62 1128 

Kozani, 

Greece-

01 

6.4 Normal 57.3 491 10.8 

63 3752 Landers 7.3 strike slip 45.3 436 10.7 

64 6949 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 53.8 551 10.7 

65 4487 
L'Aquila, 

Italy 
6.3 Normal 49.1 575 10.8 

66 299 
Irpinia, 

Italy-02 
6.2 Normal 42.7 561 10.8 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 
G

ro
u
p
 7

 

67 2787 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 50.1 460 10.8 

68 471 
Morgan 

Hill 
6.2 strike slip 31.9 544 10.9 

69 4491 
L'Aquila, 

Italy 
6.3 Normal 37.2 388 10.9 

70 2717 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 45.4 573 11.0 

71 283 
Irpinia, 

Italy-01 
6.9 Normal 52.9 613 11.2 

72 5830 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 45.5 524 11.3 

73 2738 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 50.3 573 11.4 

74 6875 
Joshua 

Tree, CA 
6.1 strike slip 22.3 396 11.4 

75 1619 
Duzce, 

Turkey 
7.1 strike slip 34.3 535 11.5 

76 291 
Irpinia, 

Italy-01 
6.9 Normal 30.1 575 11.5 

77 2712 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 34.1 665 11.6 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

G
ro

u
p
 8

 

78 4503 
L'Aquila, 

Italy 
6.3 Normal 39.1 613 12.0 

79 450 
Morgan 

Hill 
6.2 strike slip 23.2 462 12.0 

80 3759 Landers 7.3 strike slip 27.1 425 12.3 

81 4351 

Umbria 

Marche, 

Italy 

6 Normal 25.2 437 12.6 

82 293 
Irpinia, 

Italy-01 
6.9 Normal 59.6 593 12.6 

83 891 Landers 7.3 strike slip 50.9 659 13.0 

84 4086 
Parkfield-

02, CA 
6 strike slip 43.4 411 13.1 

85 8163 

El 

Mayor-

Cucapah, 

Mexico 

7.2 strike slip 57.5 483 13.1 

86 1125 

Kozani, 

Greece-

01 

6.4 Normal 49.7 579 13.1 

87 6915 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 24.5 422 13.4 

88 2107 
Denali, 

Alaska 
7.9 strike slip 50.9 399 13.5 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 
G

ro
u
p
 9

 

89 6057 
Big 

Bear-01 
6.5 strike slip 26.5 362 13.5 

90 3760 Landers 7.3 strike slip 45.5 430 13.6 

91 6963 

Darfield, 

New 

Zealand 

7 strike slip 57.7 638 13.9 

92 3955 
Tottori, 

Japan 
6.6 strike slip 40.1 671 14.0 

93 3923 
Tottori, 

Japan 
6.6 strike slip 46.8 610 14.1 

94 551 

Chalfant 

Valley-

02 

6.2 strike slip 31.2 382 14.2 

95 4485 
L'Aquila, 

Italy 
6.3 Normal 36 650 14.4 

96 815 
Griva, 

Greece 
6.1 Normal 29.2 455 14.4 

97 925 
Big 

Bear-01 
6.5 strike slip 59.9 509 14.8 

98 290 
Irpinia, 

Italy-01 
6.9 Normal 29.8 429 14.8 

99 548 

Chalfant 

Valley-

02 

6.2 strike slip 21.9 371 15.0 
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Table A.1 Selected Ground Motions (continued) 

Group 

# 

EQ 

# 
RSN Event Mg 

Fault 

Mechanism 

Rrup 

(km) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

PGA/PGV 

(1/s) 

G
ro

u
p
 1

0
 

100 301 
Irpinia, 

Italy-02 
6.2 Normal 44.4 429 15.4 

101 2753 

Chi-Chi, 

Taiwan-

04 

6.2 strike slip 39.3 804 15.5 

102 80 
San 

Fernando 
6.6 Reverse 21.5 969 16.2 

103 5483 
Iwate, 

Japan 
6.9 Reverse 39.4 829 16.8 

104 643 

Whittier 

Narrows-

01 

6 
Reverse 

Oblique 
27.6 1223 25.0 

105 703 

Whittier 

Narrows-

01 

6 
Reverse 

Oblique 
50.4 996 27.3 

106 1649 
Sierra 

Madre 
5.6 Reverse 39.8 996 32.3 

107 5679 
Iwate, 

Japan 
6.9 Reverse 56.7 934 32.5 

108 4438 
Molise-

02, Italy 
5.7 strike slip 51.3 865 34.9 

109 5680 
Iwate, 

Japan 
6.9 Reverse 40.4 850 41.2 

110 5685 
Iwate, 

Japan 
6.9 Reverse 57.2 859 42.2 

 


